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Abstract
Background:
Retrospective patient reported outcome measures (PROMs), which evaluate a time-point
prior to collection, can be beneficial both clinically and in research. The purpose of this study
was to assess the validity of pre-surgery PROMS completed retrospectively 6 and 24
months after hip arthroscopy compared with prospective completion. Validity was judged in
relation to preoperative test-retest reliability.
Methods:
Three separate groups of hip arthroscopy patients were recruited. In two retrospective
groups, patients who had undergone a hip arthroscopy and had completed preoperative
PROM questionnaires were contacted 6 or 24 months after surgery and asked to recall their
preoperative state. In a third test-retest group, patients completed prospective PROMs twice
prior to surgery, 2–8 weeks apart. PROMs included Non-Arthritic Hip Score (NAH), Hip
Disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome score (HOOS), International Hip Outcome Tool (IHOT12), and Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) for Medical Care, Feeling and Pain.
Results:
In the 6-month, 24-month and test-retest groups, patient sample sizes were 52, 40 and 61,
respectively. Retrospective 6- and 24-month and test-retest PROMs demonstrated
‘moderate’ to ‘very large’ correlations (ICC=0.42–0.79), except for 6-month VAS-MedicalCare and VAS-Feeling (‘small’) and 24-month VAS-Feeling (‘trivial’). PROMs for the 24month group reduced, from prospective to retrospective, for NAH-Total (MD -4.10 [-7.93–0.27; (95%CI)]; p=0.03), HOOS Symptoms (-8.21 [-13.44–-2.97]; p=0.003), HOOS-DailyLiving (-7.53 [-12.71–-2.36]; p=0.005), HOOS-Sports (-6.49 [-12.97–0.00]; p=0.05), and
HOOS-Short-Form (-5.16 [-9.83–-0.49]; p=0.03). Similar non-significant reductions were
observed for 6-month retrospective PROMs, except for VAS-Feeling which increased
retrospectively (7.47 [0.13–14.81]; p=0.05). Three test-retest PROMs also showed
statistically significant reduction, with worse outcomes approaching surgery: HOOS-DailyLiving (-.3.87 [-7.73–0.00]; p=0.05), HOOS-Short-Form (-4.49 [-8.41–-0.53]; p=0.03), and
IHOT-12-Total (-4.91 [-8.7–-1.23]; p=0.01).
Conclusion:
Correlations for retrospective versus prospective PROM scores spanned a similar range to
test-retest correlations. Therefore, PROM scores relating to pre-surgery condition, but
completed 6 or 24 months after surgery, showed agreement with PROM scores completed
before surgery which were consistent with the day-to-day variability expected before surgery.
This consistency supports the use of retrospective PROMs completed up to 2 years after hip
arthroscopy.
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Introduction to Thesis
Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) have become increasingly important in clinical
practice and trials. This is because they provide a reliable way to understand a patient’s
pain, satisfaction, quality of life, function and disability (1). Collected before an intervention,
these self-reported outcome measures establish a patient’s pre-intervention status (2), which
can then be used as a benchmark to assess change resulting from the intervention (3). In
clinical research trials, PROMs establish a baseline and post-intervention status for each
group involved. This can allow researchers to better detect differences between groups
when analysing the outcome data. The applicability and ease of using PROMs have led to
them becoming a mainstay in assessing outcomes from interventions (4). The use of
PROMs, and whether they can be applied to a specific population, can be evaluated with
respect to validity and reliability (5). Validity is the degree to which a measurement tool
successfully quantifies the construct that it is designed to measure (6). Reliability concerns
whether the measure obtained from a tool is consistent following repeated measurement in
the same population (5).
Occasionally, when PROMs are acquired during clinical practice or research, key time-points
can be missed due to patient non-compliance, forgetfulness, or clerical error. In both clinical
trials and practice, this may compromise the integrity of patient data and the ability to
accurately assess the patient’s perception of change, whether improvement or deterioration
(7,8).
In surgical assessment, pre-operative questionnaires in particular may be missed because
there is sometimes quite a short window of opportunity between a definite surgery decision
and the date of the operation itself. Such omission results in a lack of a recorded baseline
level of pain or disability for each individual from which follow-up measurements can be
compared (9). In surgical research trials, average follow-up time for all participants is
commonly reported (10–12). Since a longer follow-up is generally regarded as more clinically
important, a missing post-operative PROM can be replaced by measurement at a later timepoint. However, missed pre-operative PROMs cannot be substituted with later information in
the same way, and later measurement relies solely on the patient’s memory of a past
condition.
Clinically, patients are often asked about improvement in outcomes compared with a
retrospective assessment of their condition prior to treatment (13). In surgical research trials,
pre-operative PROMs may also be replaced with retrospective outcome measures in order
to avoid low response rates from participants, provide researchers with access to a larger
9

cohort and to allow the incorporation of longer observation periods (14). By way of example,
a large study, which was based on a previous World Hip Trauma Evaluation (WHiTE)
multicentre study in the U.K., assessed patients’ pre-fracture quality of life relating to patient
characteristics and treatment choices. This was undertaken by having patients, who
participated in the WHiTE study, engage in a retrospective assessment on their quality of life
before their fracture at the time of admittance (15).
It is common for PROMs to enquire about symptoms and a patient’s condition covering a
recent duration of time prior to the questionnaire, for example in the last week, or in the last
month. However, whilst there is often an element of retrospective assessment, PROMs
include the patient’s current condition and are not designed to gather data retrospectively,
that is, not from a period not immediately before the current timepoint. To the extent that
PROMs involve retrospective assessment, their validity may depend on the age of a patient,
impact of the injury, time of recovery and the intensity of pain (16). If a condition from a past
period of time is asked about, the duration of elapsed time after the recall period, and other
comorbidities that have occurred in the intervening period, may affect validity (17).
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the validity of the retrospective assessment of PROMs
in hip arthroscopy patients. The thesis is presented as two sections: the first section of the
thesis contains a review of the surrounding literature, introduces the use of PROMs including
the effect of memory and missing data on outcomes. This literature review also analyses
past studies which have researched the validity of retrospective PROMs and draws
conclusions about what is known and what is unclear in this area. Further, the literature
review focuses on hip arthroscopy and explores how the targeted demographic could affect
the validity of retrospective assessment of PROMs.
The second section of this thesis, presented as a draft paper for publication, reports on the
findings of a study designed to investigate the aim of the thesis. This study assesses the
validity of retrospectively collected PROMs administered after hip arthroscopic surgery by
comparing these measures with prospectively collected PROMs (taken before surgery).
Patients, to the best of their ability, have completed retrospective PROMs recalling their
prospective status, which is their pre-surgery condition. The retrospective PROMs have
been taken at two different time-points, 6 and 24 months, in two different groups of patients.
Validity is determined partly by comparing reliability statistics with those from a test-retest
group who were assessed twice before surgery, using the same measures. Appendices
contain graphs and supplementary material to the thesis.
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Section I: Literature Review
1.1

Literature Review Overview

Patient Reported Outcome Measures, commonly referred to as PROMs, are based on
questionnaires that comprise of series of questions that ask the patient to recall their health
status, quality of life, or symptoms over a recent period of time, either prior to or following
intervention.
The primary importance of PROMs is that they can assist physicians in both patient care and
in clinical administration. They achieve this in four main ways. First, due to the nature of the
self-reporting questionnaires, PROMs provide a means to better assess both a patient’s
perceived changes in pain and disability pre- to post-intervention, and also patient
satisfaction. This enables physicians to better evaluate treatment outcomes from the
perspective of the patients (18). Secondly, PROMs completed by patients enable physicians
to compare results with data already obtained from other patients in a database, taking into
account individual patient or intervention factors. This can assist physicians in tailoring their
recommendations and advice to patients on such matters as effectiveness of treatment,
rehabilitation, and expected time of recovery. Thirdly, once again due to the nature of the
questionnaire, PROMs can provide physicians with a ready means of measuring some
parameters such as patients’ levels of pain which would otherwise be unquantifiable. This
can assist in such things as accessing patient outcomes and effectiveness of treatment.
Finally, in providing valuable data, PROMs are cost-effective in their implementation and
have minimal administration requirements (19,20).
A secondary benefit of PROMs is that they can provide a framework for patients which
enables them to better understand or appreciate their present condition and the
improvements achieved as a result of the procedure. A study by Teela et al., noted that
discussing PROMs in the consultation room empowered patients, enhanced practitionerpatient communication, and promoted shared decision making (21).
Occasionally, in the case of PROMs, certain time-points, either in pre-surgical prospective
consultations or in follow-ups, can be missed. The result of missing data is that the degree of
improvement achieved by the outcome can be uncertain. Missing data in turn may impair a
physician’s ability to accurately gauge the patient’s condition or benefit of the treatment. In
clinical research studies, there are two main ways of dealing with missing data, namely the
use of certain statistical methods or, alternatively, the use of retrospective PROMs.
As far as the use of statistical methods are concerned, these are designed to reduce and
identify the extent that missing data has on creating bias in the results (7). Selection of
11

statistical analytical methods to best reduce the impact of missing data can depend on
whether missing data are treated as random, completely at random or not at random (22).
The other common approach to handling missing data is to use retrospective PROMs.
Retrospective PROMs are outcome measures taken after a planned time point, where
patients are asked to recall their status as they were before their consultation (17,23). The
use of retrospective PROMs can enable clinical studies and practices to easily gather
potentially reliable data on a patient’s pre-intervention condition, without concern of time
restraints immediately before or after treatment.
Whilst many PROM questionnaires involve a degree of recollection on the part of the patient,
they are not inherently designed to be filled out after an extended period following the
evaluation period (24). Several studies have looked into the validity of retrospective PROMs
and have found varied results (2,25–27). Results have varied due to differences in the
retrospective timeframe, age of the cohort, nature of medical conditions and their associated
pain or disability, specific PROM questionnaires used and sample size. Nevertheless,
despite a number of studies examining issues of reliability, the applicability of retrospective
PROMs has been limited to a fairly narrow range of medical procedures, and their
transferability to other clinical scenarios remains inconclusive.
The following review outlines the history and types of PROMs available. It also examines
relevant literature in order to consider the role of memory in PROMs, their use in assessing
surgical outcomes, how missing data may be handled in clinical practice and in research
studies, the validity of retrospective PROMs, and whether peculiarities of hip arthroscopy
may influence this validity.
1.2

Patient Report Outcome Measures (PROMs)

1.2.1

History of PROMs

In 1988, the use of PROMs was proposed as a means to provide outcome-focused patient
information whilst not adversely impacting upon practitioner-patient rapport, and also provide
a reliable source of information on the effectiveness of treatment (28). Over the last 30 years
PROMs have since been used to a considerable extent in clinical practice, clinical trials and
other research studies (29). This trend is likely to continue due to an increasing focus on
quality assessment in health care which emphasises patient-centred care and healthcare
value (30). PROMs can assist in gathering details of a patient’s pain, quality of life and
condition. They can also assist in understanding the patient’s perspective on their treatment
outcome (31). PROMs are increasingly common now in healthcare due to their ability to gain
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a large amount of information and provide a reliable way of gauging change over time for a
patient (32). PROMs have now become the gold standard in quantifying treatment outcomes
(33).
1.2.2

Types of PROMs

PROMs can be categorised into several different forms, depending on their method of
gaining data and their purpose. Christensen et al. (34) identified several forms of PROMs.
The first, are mixed outcome measures, and are derived from data gained from patients
during physical examinations and combined with clinical assessment measures, such as
range of motion (35). The second form are general health-related and overall quality of life
outcome measures based solely upon the patient’s questionnaire with consideration of their
ability to perform daily activities with reference to physical, mental and social factors (32).
The third type are PROMs focused solely on system-specific and disease-specific outcome
measures evaluating symptoms related to a specific body region or disease (36). PROMs
reported within the musculoskeletal medicine and orthopaedics literature are predominately
the second and third types of PROMs as identified by Christensen et al. (34). They deal with
general health-related and quality of life outcomes and in the assessment of disease- and
system-specific outcomes (34). They can be generally classified into measurements of pain,
disability, and quality of life, encountered by the patient both before and after surgery (20).
In addition to these types of PROMs, it should be mentioned, but only by way of association,
that the patient reported outcome measure information system (PROMIS) is a commonly
used global tool designed to cover symptoms and outcomes over a wide range of chronic
conditions (37). The topic of PROMIS has, however, no direct applicability to the use of
PROMs in hip arthroscopy and is therefore outside the scope of this thesis.
All types of PROMs have become increasingly important for clinical purposes and research.
This is because there has been a growing demand for patient-centred assessment from both
health care professionals and patients (38) and due to the fact that PROMs provide a means
to measure treatment outcomes. However, the ability of PROMs to measure the success of
a procedure depends on both their validity and their reliability.
1.2.3

Validity and Reliability of PROMs

The validity of a PROM depends on whether it successfully quantifies the construct that it is
designed to measure. For this to occur, the construct needs to be based upon either a
model, theoretical framework or be empirically justified, so that it can be clearly defined (39).
Questions, or items, must be constructed in such a manner that statistical analysis can
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successfully identify relevant outcomes and draw accurate conclusions from observed
patient responses with regards to the construct. In order to do this, a questionnaire must be
reliable. However, a measure might be completely reliable and repeatable, but not at all valid
for measuring the construct which it is supposed to measure. By way of example, Vitale et
al. (2001) found that Quality of Life PROMs, which were valid for adults, were not
appropriate for children, due to different expectations and health status (40). In another
study, Suryavanshi et al. (2019), noted that outcome measures evaluating adults could not
be applied universally to a younger population (41).
With respect to questionnaires, there are in fact different forms of validity, of which criterion
validity, internal consistency, and construct validity are the most relevant. Briefly, criterion
validity involves the practice of using a test-retest score as a ‘gold standard’ in order to
determine the validity of a questionnaire (42). Internal consistency is an inductive estimate
on the degree interrelatedness among the items, based on measurements used and the
research design (43). Construct validity is the degree of correlation between a specific
measuring device, or a procedure, and a theoretical concept (43).
The reliability of a PROM is concerned primarily with the degree of measurement error and
whether it can measure a particular construct consistently. Therefore, reliability depends to a
considerable extent on the repeatability and consistency of results from a PROM (44). If
there is little correlation in results from patients, then the PROM can be regarded as being
less reliable. Reliability of a PROM is an important consideration in determining its
usefulness, that is whether the PROM is appropriate for a specific group of patients (39).
Validity and reliability of a PROM determines its quality. Responsiveness to change over
time is another important parameter (45), but this factor is not always achieved with certain
PROMs applied to particular cohorts (46). In order for studies to ensure that PROMs are
valid and reliable, a number of checklists and guidelines exist, most notably the COSMIN
checklist (47). All of these guidelines refer to a number of statistical methods applicable to a
providing a range of quantitative metrics, encompassed within a body of knowledge known
as the psychometric test theory. These methods can be used to investigate whether a
PROM provides a valid and reliable measurement (39).
In terms of measurement, there are a number of ways to assess the validity and reliability of
a PROM. One method applies statistical methods within psychometric test theories, one of
which is known as ‘classical test theory’ (CTT). The aim of CTT, which is also referred to as
the ‘true score theory,’ is to analyse the degree to which a measure provides a precise, valid,
and reliable final score, in respect of the construct it represents. In order to do this, CTT
14

takes into account certain deficiencies with the data and participants’ recollection, and so
regards the final score of a test as the sum of a ‘true score’ and what is described as an
‘error score’ (39). Consequently, CTT can be applied to determine the reliability and validity
of a PROM by considering such things as the ability of participants and the difficulty of
questions, which can be determined by both the importance of the construct being assessed
and items that few participants answer correctly (48).
Historically, there was a change of focus from test-level validity, that is validity of the PROM
in its entirety (49), to consideration of how responses to individual questions depended on
unobserved background characteristics. This shift of emphasis saw CTT develop into
another psychometric test theory, known specifically as ‘modern test theory’ (MTT). MTT
does not in fact compete with CTT, but is instead a way of assessing a PROM on the basis
that the probability of a correct answer to a question is a mathematical function of person
and question parameters, where the person parameter is allocated a single number (39).
However, despite their differences, MTT and CTT are concerned are concerned issues of
validity of PROMs and they differ only in their method of statistical analysis. MTT focuses on
the relationship between a latent variable, as in unobserved values, and a question, rather
than on the sum of the ‘error score’ and ‘true score’ which, as noted, is the focus of CTT
(39). What this does mean, however, is that MTT provides a method that analyses all of the
relevant properties when determining the validity and reliability of PROMs, which is not the
case for CTT. As a result, claims of validity for PROMs that are based solely on the use of
CTT, may be considered to be less inaccurate, as CTT does not effectively consider the
utility of a measure in clinical situations (50).
1.2.4

Tools for PROMs

A range of specific PROMs are in common use in musculoskeletal medicine and
orthopaedics. These include general measures for health-status and quality of life such as
SF-36 Health Survey, and Musculoskeletal Health Questionnaire and Visual Analogue Scale
(VAS). VAS items contain an analogue scale which allows patients to subjectively rate levels
of sensation, typically pain or normality of feeling (51,52).
Some PROMs have validated subscales oriented around particular joints, such as Roland
Morris Disability Questionnaire and Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) for low back pain,
Shoulder Pain and Disability Index and Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand
questionnaire (DASH) for shoulders, and Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score
(KOOS) and Oxford Hip Score (OHS) for knees. A number of PROMs relating to the hip joint
are in common use. These are the Harris Hip Score, Western Ontario and McMaster
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Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC), Oxford Hip Score (OHS), Hip Outcome Score
(HOS) and Hip Disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS) (53).

With the

exception of HOOS, these PROMs better deal with treatment of late-stage osteoarthritis and
are typically administered to older patients, without specifically addressing younger or more
active demographics (41). In younger or more active cohorts, these PROMs exhibit signs of
a ‘ceiling effect,’ and tend to lose their sensitivity to improvements that occur at the higher
end of the activity spectrum. This ‘ceiling effect’ means that sometimes elderly patients could
display similar results as a young active patient, even though they greatly differ in terms of
lost capability and impact of their condition (54,55).
In the case of hip arthroscopy, a procedure typically performed on younger more active
patients, there are several prominent and reliable PROMs that are used. These particular
PROMs are the Non-Arthritic Hip score (NAH); HOOS Version LK 2.0; and the International
Hip Outcome Tool (IHOT-12).
The PROM tool NAH was designed to assess functional pain in young and active patients
(56). HOOS was designed to assess people with hip disability with or without hip
osteoarthritis by adding dimensions onto the WOMAC (57). The NAH and HOOS PROMs
both assess the degree of experienced hip discomfort or difficulty associated with listed
specific activities. Both questionnaires define subscale outcomes based on subsets of items.
In the case of NAH, the subscales are Pain, Symptoms, Function, and Activities and for
HOOS they are Symptoms, Pain, Daily Living, Sports, and Quality of Life. One distinguishing
feature of NAH is that it includes a total score. It also seeks information about the previous
48 hours, except for activities for which assessment is made of the degree of difficulty
experienced over the last month. By comparison, the HOOS enquires about difficulties
experienced in the last week.
The International Hip Outcome Tool 12-item (IHOT-12) is an updated and shortened version
of the International Hip Outcome Tool 33-item (IHOT-33) (58). The IHOT-33 was designed to
focus on measuring the impact of hip disease in young and active patients, and treatmentrelated change. It provides a sensitive measure on a wide range of symptoms and problems.
The shortened version IHOT-12 loses very little information, despite being one third of the
original length of its predecessor. Unfortunately, IHOT-12 items do not specify a time frame
and ask a combination of questions relating to level of pain, difficulty/trouble, and concern.
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1.3

Memory and Missing Data in PROMs

1.3.1

The Role of Memory in PROMs

As noted, PROMs require a patient to evaluate their state in order to better portray their
current condition. PROMs, particularly in regard to pain and disability, generally require a
certain amount of recall from a patient about their condition from the recent past, or over a
long period, and therefore are to some extent reliant on a patient’s memory (59). This means
that the patient’s ability to accurately recollect is always relevant when considering the
reliability of these measures. In addition, in the case of retrospective PROMs, a patient’s
ability to recollect their pre-treatment condition can be used to assess the effectiveness of
intervention after the event (38).
The accuracy of a patient’s recollection can be influenced by several factors. The first factor
is a patient’s recollection accuracy, which may be affected by their level of education, age,
mental health scores or comorbidities (60). The length of time that transpires between an
event or period being evaluated and the recollection of that event or period is often called
the ‘recall period,’ and its length can also potentially affect the accuracy of memory (8).
The second factor is recall bias, a well-documented and common source of systematic error
in clinical research (27,61–63). Recall bias may be thought of as a form of differential
misclassification bias which, simply put, is the result of an overestimation or underestimation
by the patient in recalling a prior state. In clinical situations, recall bias could result in
incorrect data concerning the effectiveness of treatment (60,64). With a patient’s change in
perception as to their health and other influences at the time of treatment, recall bias may
occur and lead a patient to either overestimate or underestimate their experience.
There are two dominant theories about health-related memory that address the patient’s
ability to recall their prior state, being ‘implicit theory of memory’ and ‘response shift’ (2,65).
The implicit theory of memory hypothesises that individuals have an awareness about the
status of their health and about any condition that may elicit a change in that status, such as
an injury or illness, or surgery or another intervention. Proponents of implicit memory
contend that it is difficult for a patient to recall their previous state, without relating to a
specific distinctive reference point, or ‘anchor point’. Without such an anchor point, they
argue, patients extrapolate their previous state by posing the questions such as “How do I
currently feel?”, or “How do I think things may have changed?” Thus, when follow-up
measurements are taken after a treatment, patients might rely on their pre-intervention state
as a reference in order to complete their PROMs. This process can potentially alter the
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memory of the pre-intervention condition from how it would have been rated at the time. This
is due to the patient inferring their condition based on how they have perceived change from
different anchor points.
The second theory, concerning health-related memory, is referred to as ‘response-shift’,
which hypothesises that retrospective memory of health status may be subject to alteration
in the mind of the patient. Through numerous internal and external influences, a patient’s
perception and judgment of a memory can change over time. The change in memory of an
event has been termed by some as a ‘response shift’ (66), or ‘scale recalibration’ (67). The
theory of response-shift infers that changes to a patient’s health may cause cognitive and
behavioural changes, which can alter their normal rating of their health status. This shift in a
patient’s perception in their health, and their understanding and interpretation of their
previous heath status, may subsequently influence their recollection concerning their pain,
function or quality of life (61,68). In one study, Gotlin et al. (2020), reported a consistent
change in their participants in underestimating pre-operative score retrospectively, with
participants reporting worse outcomes than their actual prospective PROMs. Gotlin theorised
that successful outcomes could lead to patients overestimating their preoperative state and
consequently overestimating the effectiveness of treatment, which in turn may lead to worse,
less reliable retrospective PROMs (64).
1.3.2

Missing Data and PROM Databases

Apart from matters relating to patients’ memory, another factor which impacts upon validity
and reliability of PROMs, obtained from clinical databases, is missing data.
Databases are electronic filing systems that record patient data in a variety of administrative
and clinical settings (69). In the case of databases within the medical profession, particularly
in surgery, it is important for physicians to accurately record the nature of treatment and
patient outcomes in order that the likely benefits of the treatment can be better understood
and appreciated (70). They may also wish to contribute to research and knowledge in the
field by sharing these patient outcomes. To assist these matters, databases invariably
provide an array of useful information on patients’ clinical data, surgical outcomes and the
success or failure of treatment (71).
However, information found in patient databases used in clinical practice and research may
have been impacted by the problem of missing data. It is not uncommon for data to be
incomplete for the reason that, at the time of collection, important time-points can be missed.
Missing data can also be the result of a range of other factors including such things as
miscommunication with staff delivering the PROMs, patient resistance to completing
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questionnaires, or due to time sensitive scenarios, such as medical emergencies (2,25). The
reason why missing data becomes an important consideration is that it can result in a
database being less comprehensive. This may limit a physician’s available resource for
improving patient care and better understanding the efficacy of treatment based on the
experiences of other patients (20).
Lacking data concerning a patient’s experience and condition prior to or after treatment, can
hinder a clinician’s or a researcher’s ability to understand the full impact of treatment and its
outcome over time. Hence, when data are missed, clinicians and researchers can be
motivated to either collect retrospective data or use statistical methods to reduce the impact
of missing data (7,9).
Retrospectively collected PROMs may sometimes be the only information available in
certain instances, such as gaining personal data in time sensitive situations (24) or situations
that involve certain vulnerable populations which lead to difficulties in accessing the patients
involved (72). Occasionally, retrospective PROMs are adopted and preferred over
prospective data due to their potential to reduce project costs and participant drop-out rates,
and perhaps also to decrease projected times for the completion of research projects (2,73).
However, despite the ease of collecting retrospective data and its cost-effectiveness, there
are currently drawbacks using it in place of prospective data, as validity has not been
conclusively established.
Missing data within databases may also be addressed statistically. It has been noted that
statistical reduction of bias is based on a premise that patients who fail to respond to a
questionnaire, referred to as non-respondents, tend to be systematically different from those
who provide complete data (9,74). There are a number of ways to statistically analyse the
bias caused by missing data and analysis can depend upon whether missing data are due to
observed or unobserved data. Patient characteristics, such as age and gender, can be
classified as observed data and any unmeasured factors can be categorised as unobserved
data.
When data are ‘missing completely at random,’ which means that response status is
independent from observed and unobserved values, discarding non-respondents from
analysis will not result in bias (9). This implicitly assumes that those who provided complete
data are representative of the whole population. On the other hand, when data are only
‘missing at random’, as distinct from ‘missing completely at random’, differences in observed
data, such as patient characteristics, may explain differences between respondents and nonrespondents (9).
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Omissions in data ‘missing at random’ can be addressed by multiple imputation, which is a
process where missing data is replaced by a plausible set of substituted values (9,75). The
natural variability of missing data is maintained by creating values which are based on
variables correlated with causes of “missingness” and the missing data (76). Multiple
imputation is available on standard statistical software, meaning it is readily available to
researchers (77). However there are a few issues with its implementation in studies, one of
which is that missing data may sometimes be incorrectly assumed to be ‘missing at random’
(78). This was apparent from a study into missing data in the UK primary care database
which found that implementation of multiple imputation for data relating to smokers led to a
lower number of smokers in their database compared to external sources. This caused the
study to conclude that the data within the database may not have been ‘missing at random,’
or that there was some degree of error in the process (79).
Both statistical reduction of bias and retrospective PROMs each have their strengths and
weaknesses in addressing missing data in surgeries and other clinical practices. Statistical
methods, such as multiple imputation, are a fairly reliable way of reducing the impact of
missing data especially in the context of research. However, despite the fact that their
validity in some situations has not been confirmed, the use of retrospective PROMs involving
patient input is nevertheless both a practical and efficient method for medical practitioners to
obtain missing data.
As a result, the importance of missing data, and the significant impact it can have on the
completeness of patient databases, reinforces the need for retrospective PROMs in some
situations, in order to address the adverse effect of missing data and to assist in clinical
patient evaluation and in research. Consequently, the question of how reliable retrospective
PROMs are assumes some importance.
1.4

Research into the Validity of Retrospective PROMs

1.4.1

Research Studies Investigating the Validity of Retrospective PROMs

Research concerning the validity of retrospective PROMs has been carried out in a wide
range of different fields within the medical profession, including general fields such as
physical exercise, obstetrics and dentistry and surgical fields. Surgical studies, which
typically analyse databases found in clinical practices and surgeries, have focused on
retrospective PROM validity following lumbar fusion in patients with chronic low back pain,
shoulder and elbow surgeries, and hip arthroplasties. However, studies to date have
produced conflicting results on the validity of retrospective PROMs which has caused a lack
of consensus over their use (2,25–27,38,64,67,80–90).
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1.4.2

General Research Studies Investigating Retrospective PROMs

Many of the studies that have looked into the validity of retrospective PROMs have
concerned general health-related areas. Although such studies have often reached mixed or
uncertain conclusions, they have invariably contained a number of limitations, particularly in
regard to either having a small cohort (80,88,89), or using an unreliable, invalid or insensitive
questionnaire to gain the retrospective PROM data (91).
Retrospective PROMs, if confirmed to be reliable, could potentially change the way data is
gained in multiple areas of healthcare. Throughout the medical profession, the application of
retrospective PROMs could ease administrative burden and reduce the importance of a
need to prospectively gain patient data. Any PROM can potentially be collected
retrospectively. However, the factors that can influence the reliability of retrospective PROMs
may vary, depending on the area of healthcare involved, and can depend on the outcome
measure in question (92,93).
In order to better understand and determine whether retrospective PROMs are reliable in
clinical studies and practice, future studies ought to consider the state of the patient’s
memory, and the possible effect of ‘response-shift’ and ‘theory of memory’ on their
recollection. This means that it is important for studies to use validated PROMs and a large
patient cohort not influenced by other factors that might affect judgement of PROMs items.
The study by Waldenström et al., whilst having a large patient pool of 2482 participants, did
not implement a validated PROM questionnaire (91). The questions used a series of items,
some with 7-point and one with only a 3-point scale. Furthermore, the reliability of data from
the study could have been reduced by patients being asked to recall their labour pain, at a
time when they had been under the influence of a range of analgesics. The influence of
analgesics may have not only altered their experience, but may have also affected their
ability to recall the painful event. This factor could have been one of the reasons why no
definitive conclusion could be drawn from this large study. The study by Beese and Morley
exhibited a similar limitation for the reason that patients, who were recalling pain associated
with having their wisdom teeth removed, had also been under the influence of general
anaesthetics (80).
One way to eliminate limitations associated with compromised reliability would be to focus
only on conditions when patients are in fully coherent states. For example, patients should
not be asked to recollect a time when they were under the influence of analgesics.
Furthermore, reliability can be compromised in studies that don’t focus on situations where
participant responses are likely to have a consistent meaning across the cohort.
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The study by Babel et al., in focusing on acute physical exercise pain after a marathon,
recruited a broad range of participants, who likely also experienced diverse sources of their
pain (89). The lack of a homogenous group potentially limited the applicability of the findings
to other clinical or sporting situations. Clinical situations in which patients from a
homogenous cohort rate their status are often found in analyses of databases from clinical
practices and surgeries. These patients generally have specific conditions that manifest with
a consistent pattern of symptoms, signs, or pathological stages.
General studies on retrospective outcomes have looked into a variety of different fields
ranging from pain after having wisdom teeth removed, childbirth and physical exercise
(80,88–90). A summary of the general studies associated with pain memory is set out in
Table 1.
Table 1. General Research Studies Investigating Retrospective PROMs
Author/Study

Study Details

Scores/Outcome

Main Findings

measures
Widnall et al.,

n = 36

SF-12, FFI

Retrospective scoring lacked accuracy

2014 (88)

when compared to prospective methods,
Mean age 54.6

4.5 months after foot and ankle surgery.

years

SF12 was recalled more accurately than
the FFI (r = 0.30; 0.05).

3 months
Bąbel, 2016

n = 62

(89)
Mean age 37.1
years

Numeric Rating

Concluded that pain induced by physical

Scale, Positive and

exercise was not remembered accurately.

Negative Affect

Memory of pain and its impact had

Schedule (PANAS),

significant recall bias, with patients
recalling less pain after exercise (F (1, 60) =

3 or 6 months
Waldenström

n = 2482

25.14, p < .001, η 2 = 0.30, power = 0.99)
Scale of 1 to 7

Mixed findings, inconclusive. One finding

et al., 2006
(90)

was that epidural analgesia and nitrous oxide
N/A

were associated with changes in women’s
long-term memory of labour pain, but in

2 months and

opposite directions (OR 1.39; 95% CI 1.11–

1 year

1.73; p = 0.003). Scale of 1 to 7 was too
insensitive to give a comprehensive result.
Beese &

n = 49

Morley, 1993
(80)

18 – 50 years
2 weeks

McGill Pain

Accuracy of memory was only ‘fair’ for

Questionnaire (MPQ>

both mood and pain (κ = 0.5), two weeks

and the UWIST Mood

after having wisdom teeth removed under

Adjective Checklist

general anaesthetic.

(UMACL).
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1.4.3

Studies Investigating Retrospective PROMs for Pain Prior to Lumbar Fusion in
Patients with Chronic Low Back Pain.

Focusing the application of retrospective PROMs into certain areas where conditions are
reproducible, could potentially increase the reliability of a study’s findings. Different surgical
fields, such as those dealing with specific orthopaedic injuries, usually directly deal with
comparable patient cohorts and can provide a reliable platform for studies to find large
patient cohorts with similar conditions before and after surgery.
A majority of studies into the reliability of retrospective PROMS in musculoskeletal medicine
are in relation to surgical outcomes involving pain and disability. In particular, retrospective
PROMs assessed following lumbar fusion in relation to before surgery can be a particularly
useful field for reliability research, due to the implementation of this procedure for chronic
lower back pain, the most common musculoskeletal ailment (94). The few studies on the
reliability of retrospective PROMs following a lumbar fusion have had conflicting results, with
some supporting or rejecting their use.
The long period of chronic pain, which may fluctuate over the time prior to any surgery, could
potentially impact upon the reliability of retrospective PROMs. Chronic low back pain
additionally brings an interesting dynamic into assessing reliability of retrospective PROMs
due to the potential effect of psychosocial factors, such as depression, anxiety, or pain
catastrophising (95), on pain or disability recall. Fluctuations in experience of chronic pain or
psychosocial factors could explain poor reliability noted in two studies of patients having
lumbar fusion following chronic lower back pain. These patients had their ability to recall their
preoperative status evaluated over a very long time period of two months to five years
(81,96). One of these studies was by Pellise et al., who retrospectively evaluated presurgery back pain 37.5 months, on average, after lumbar fusion (81). In this study, there was
only a small to moderate agreement between retrospectively and prospectively collected
pain and function PROMS scores, with intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) ranging from
0.34 to 0.52. Pellise et al. noted a fair amount of recall bias in their patient cohort, as
participants overestimated their preoperative pain retrospectively (Pain-Prolo: retrospective,
1.60 ±1.03; prospective, 2.07 ±0.77) (81). Similar findings were reported by Aleem et al.,
with patients’ recollection of their preoperative back pain being significantly worse than
indicated in the prospective PROM assessment, and unreliable (Mean Difference (MD)
+9.6%, 95%CI 5.6 – 14.0; ICC = 0.44;) (96). The relatively long duration of follow-up in these
studies, 43.3 months for Aleem et al. (96) and 37.5 months for Pellise et al. (81), could
potentially be the reason behind the significant difference between the retrospective and
prospective PROMs, compared to the study done by Kuittinen et al (82). However, the use of
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non-validated, self-reported patient questions is also likely to play a part in observations of
only moderate recall accuracy noted by Pellise et al. (81). This state of affairs emphasises
the importance of using validated PROMs with sufficiently established psychometric
properties when dealing with the evaluation of retrospective data.
The study by Kuittinen et al. not only looked at a shorter time frame of three months, but also
took into account the effect surgery outcome has on recall bias (82). Unlike the studies by
Aleem et al. (96) and Pellise et al. (81), Kuittinen et al. (82) noted what happened to patients
who had good or poor surgical outcomes. It was observed that patients who had poor or very
good results had a better memory of their preoperative pain than those with intermediate
surgical outcomes. In addition, the retrospective 3-point PROM scale, which was used to
determine the success of treatment by a scale of 0 (poor) to 2 (good), showed good intrarater and inter-rater reliability (κ = 0.682, P < 0.001 and κ = 0.630, P < 0.001, respectively).
The findings by Kuittinen et al. lend some credence to the ‘theory of memory,’ where a
patient’s surgery stands as an anchor point (82). It is possible that a highly successful
treatment, or a failure, results in a strong anchor-point, which might lead to a more dramatic
and poignant memory of the operation and of the time before surgery. Kuittinen et al.’s
findings support this notion as patients in their study who had experienced a mild change
were less likely to recall their preoperative status (82). A summary of the studies on
retrospective assessment of pain prior to lumbar fusion in patients with chronic low back pain
is set out in Table 2.
Table 2. Studies Investigating Retrospective PROMs for Pain Prior to Lumbar Fusion in
Patients with Chronic Low Back Pain.
Author/Study

Study Details

Scores/Outcome

Main Findings

measures
Pellisé et al.,

n = 58

Prolo, Pain-Prolo,

Comparisons between prospective and

2005 (81)

Mean age 48.3

Function-Prolo,

recalled data showed poor agreement and

years

Waddell Disability

signiﬁcant differences (ICC = 0.34 – 0.52;

2 to 58 months

Index and VAS

MD -18.47 to 0.69).

Retrospective 3-

Retrospective assessment of spinal

point scale,

surgery outcome was highly reproducible.

Oswestry Disability

Accuracy was highest in the patients with

Index questionnaire,

poor and good surgical result, ODI (r =

VAS, and a patient

0.59; P < 0.001) and VAS (r = 0.37; P <

satisfaction

0.001).

(mean 37.5)
Kuittinen et

n = 100

al., 2012 (82)
Mean age 62
years
3 months

questionnaire
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Author/Study

Study Details

Scores/Outcome

Main Findings

measures
Aleem et al.,

n = 62

2017 (96)
Mean age 66.1
years

Numeric Pain

No significant correlation between actual and

Scores, Oswestry

recalled scores with regards to back (r=0.18, MD

Disability Index

+2.3, 95% CI, 1.5 – 3.2; p < 0.05) or leg (r=0.24,

Score

MD +1.8, 95%CI, 0.9 – 2.7; p < 0.05) pain and
only moderate correlation with disability (r=0.44,

43 months

+9.6%, 95%CI, 5.6 – 14.0; p < 0.05) after lumbar

(±16.3)

surgery at long-term follow up.

1.4.4

Studies Investigating Retrospective PROMs after Shoulder and Upper Arm
Surgeries

Orthopaedic outcome research typically involves studies specific to joints or body regions
commonly operated on. Due to the close location of the hip and knee, these regions are
often combined when considering PROMs, and the same applies in the case of surgery to
the shoulder and upper extremities.
Some of the studies available to date, which look at surgeries of the shoulder and upper
arm, have reached similar conclusions, being that retrospective PROMs are unreliable (ICC
= 0.23 – 0.29) (64,83,85). However, a number of studies have reached a contrary conclusion
and have found retrospective PROMs to be reliable (ICC = 0.79 – 0.86) and have
consequently promoted their use in place of prospective outcome measures (38,84). The
conflicting position of these various studies is perhaps puzzling for the reason that they
mostly use either DASH (Disability of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand) or QuickDASH
questionnaires. It is apparent however, that the key difference between the studies is the
time frame between the retrospective and the prospective outcome measures, even though
the questionnaires may be the same.
Two particular studies that had positive results looked at shorter retrospective time frames,
from 3 months to 2 years following the initial consultation. The study by Stepan et al., found
that patients at four different timepoints, being 3 months, 6 months, 12 months, and 24
months respectively, could accurately recall their preoperative status (ICC = 0.89, 0.86, 0.79,
0.85 respectively) (38). Reynolds et al., who found a good to excellent ability for patients to
recall their preoperative status (r2 = 0.79 – 0.87), also reported a relatively short average
time frame of 32 weeks after surgery, although this period ranged from 6 to 121 weeks (84).
In contrast, the studies by Gotlin et al. (64), Tashjian et al. (83) and Wormdall et al. (85)
looked at significantly longer retrospective time frames. The study by Tashjian et al.,
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surveyed patients on average 4.5 years after their surgery (83). Gotlin et al. (64) and
Wormdall et al. (85) assessed their patients, on average, 3.26 and 3.75 years after surgery.
In both these studies the retrospective PROMs were found to be unreliable (Gotlin: ICC =
0.29 95% CI, –0.07, 0.57; P = 0.068; Wormdall: QuickDASH MD 7.6, Standard Deviation
(SD) 15.6; Standard Error of the Mean (SEM) 1.2) (64,83,85).
The effect of recall bias, that is the tendency of patients to either overestimate or
underestimate their previous state, was observed in the studies by Gotlin et al. (64), Stepan
et al. (38) and Wormdall et al. (85). Gotlin et al. (64), reported a consistent underestimation
of pain and disability in the recalled American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES)
Standard Shoulder Assessment scores, with the retrospective score being significantly lower
than the prospective PROM (30.69 ± 16.93 retrospective vs 51.42 ± 19.14 prospective;
P<0.001). Both Stepan et al. (38) and Wormdall et al. (85), in contrast, noted that patients
consistently overestimated their retrospective pre-surgery QuickDASH score compared to
prospective. However, unlike Wormdall et al.’s (85) study, difference in scores for patients in
Stepan et al.’s (38) study was not greater than the ‘minimal clinically important difference’ for
scores at 3-months, 6-months, 12-months, or 24-months after the operation (MD 3-months =
-7.1; 6-months = 0.8; 12-months = -2.3; 24-months = -2.8). This means that even though
Stepan noted an average increase in retrospective scores, it was not consistent in terms of
direction or large enough to make them unreliable. It seems likely that the differences in
results from Wormdall et al. (85) and Stepan et al. (38) were due to the fact that, in the
Stepan et al. (38) study, the time frame was shorter. Therefore, the effect of recall bias was
not as substantial in this study involving a shorter time frame (38,85). A summary of the
studies on retrospective assessment of shoulder and upper arm surgeries is set out in Table
3.
Table 3. Studies Investigating Retrospective PROMs after Shoulder and Upper Arm
Surgeries
Author/Study

Study Details

Scores/Outcome

Main Findings

measures
Gotlin et al.,

n = 84

2020 (64)
Mean age 57.4
years
39.12 ± 17.37
months

American

Retrospective PROMs significantly affected

Shoulder and

by recall bias (30.69 ± 16.93 vs 51.42 ±

Elbow Surgeons

19.14; P=0.001). Poor agreement between

(ASES) Standard

recall and original PROM (ICC = 0.29; 95%

Shoulder

CI, -0.07–0.57; P = 0.07). Recalled PROMs

Assessment

likely accurate in younger patients with
severe symptoms over a longer period.
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Author/Study

Study Details

Scores/Outcome

Main Findings

measures
Tashjian et

n = 112

al., 2008 (83)
Mean age 59
years
34 to 85
months (mean
54

DASH,

Pain, function, and quality of life had fair

Musculoskeletal

correlations with the prospectively

Outcomes Data

determined improvement (R = 0.23–0.25; P

Evaluation and

<.01). Patient satisfaction more highly

Management

correlated (R = 0.41– 0.58; P = 0.001).

System, Simple
Shoulder Test, VAS

Stepan et al.,

n = 140

QuickDASH

QuickDASH can accurately assess a

2013 (38)

Mean age 54.7

patient’s preoperative function, 3 months

years

(MD –7.1; P < 0.01), 6 months (MD 0.8; P =

3, 6, 12 and 24

0.79), 12 months (MD –2.3; P = 0.43), and

months

24 months (MD –2.8; P = 0.26) after
shoulder surgery.

Reynolds &

n = 38

DASH

Recall DASH was an accurate measure for

Thirkannad,

Mean age 50

research into hand surgery (y = 1.03, R2 =

2013 (84)

years

0.87; MD 1.6, 95%CI, 10.7 – 12.7).

32 weeks
Wormdal et

n = 160

QuickDASH

Retrospective QuickDASH PROMs cannot

al., 2017 (85)

Mean age 63

be used in individual patients because of

years

high inaccuracy, three or more years after

39 to 97 months

surgery (mean 7.6, SD 15.6; SEM 1.2).

(mean 45)

1.4.5

Studies Investigating Retrospective PROMs after Hip and Knee Arthroplasty

There are several studies that have researched the validity of retrospective outcomes after
hip arthroplasty (total hip replacement) and/or knee arthroplasty (total knee replacement).
These surgeries typically have older patients, with chronic conditions such as severe
osteoarthritis and, in this regard, differ from hip arthroscopy (97). However, these studies
can potentially provide some insight into what could be expected in retrospective PROMs
after a hip arthroscopy.
Though many different PROMs have been used in this field, Oxford Hip Score (OHS) and
Oxford Knee Score (OKS) are common. This is due to their short length, good response
rate, internal consistency and reliability (98), with OHS Cronbach's alpha measures between
0.83 to 0.93 (98), and OKS between 0.87 to 0.93 (99). These strong reliability metrics mean
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that OHS and OKS have been used regularly in retrospective validity studies
(2,25,26,86,87).
Short-term studies that have looked into the validity of retrospective PROMs, immediately or
up to 2 weeks after a hip and/or knee arthroplasty, have generally found reliable and
reproducible results (67,86,100). These studies have recommended the use of retrospective
PROMs in place of contemporaneous PROMs, in order to obtain baseline data.
A limited number of studies have looked at the validity of retrospective PROMs at longer
time-points following hip arthroplasty. Medium term studies, which tend to look at time
frames longer than 3 days and shorter than a year after surgery, have also generally found
positive results regarding the use of retrospective PROMs (2,25). Marsh et al. examined 173
patients and concluded that patients could accurately recall their preoperative status, 6
weeks after their hip arthroplasty (2). Marsh et al. reported that there was a strong
correlation between ratings for the region-specific measures (Pearson’s r = 0.89 for
WOMAC, 0.87 for the Oxford Hip Score, and r = 0.86 for the Lower Extremity Functional
Scale) (2). However, there was only a moderate correlation between recalled and
preoperative ratings of the general health measures (r = 0.63 for the feeling thermometer, r =
0.62 for the SF-12 physical component score, and r = 0.48 for the SF-12 mental component
score). The high correlations, along with the lack of any systematic changes, caused Marsh
et al. to recommend the use of retrospective PROMs regarding functional status, quality of
life and general health, in place of prospectively collected baseline data (2).
The study by Howell et al. evaluated a patient’s ability to recall their preoperative pain and
function during the post-operation period 6 weeks and 3 months after a total hip arthroplasty
(25). The study questioned 104 patients and looked primarily at the patients’ ability to recall
their quality of life before their surgery. The ICC between recalled and preoperative scores
remained high throughout the study (6 weeks, Spearman ρ: 0.714 – 0.804, ICC: 0.769 –
0.878; 3 months, Spearman ρ: 0.743 – 0.923, ICC: 0.847 – 0.958). The only moderate
correlation found was the recalled WOMAC stiffness scores obtained 6 weeks
postoperatively. Therefore, this study also recommended the use of retrospective PROMs
taken not only at six weeks postoperatively, but also up to three months following a hip
arthroplasty.
Long-term studies, looking at retrospective PROMs taken a year after an arthroplasty, have
generally found that the retrospective PROMs were unreliable and could not be used in
place of prospective PROMs for a baseline measure (26,87). Murphy et al. (26) and Yeoman
et al. (87) both used OHS and OKS. Murphy et al. examined 113 patients who completed
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these retrospective measures approximately 12 months following surgery (26). The findings
in Murphy et al.’s study showed no significant difference between prospective and
retrospective pre-operative status in their patient cohort (26), for either OKS (MD -0.11,
±7.34 (SD), p = 0.912) or OHS (MD 0.8, ±6.21, p = 0.329). However, the authors reported
that individual differences were greater for both OKS (r = 0.15 – 0.71; MD 5.41, p < 0.001)
and OHS (r = 0.28 – 0.48; MD 5.24, p < 0.001). From these results they concluded that
individual retrospective PROMs were unreliable and had poor correlation with the
corresponding prospective outcome measure.
The results of the study by Yeoman et al. (87), closely mirrored Murphy et al.’s (26) findings.
Yeoman et al. found excellent reliability for retrospective PROMs a year after an
arthroplasty, indicated by ICCs for both OHS (r = 0.802) and OKS (r = 0.772) (87). Yeoman
et al. also observed negligible mean differences of 0.04 points for OHS (p = 0.97) and 1.59
points for OKS (p = 0.10), between the retrospective and prospective PROMs, indicating no
apparent recall bias (87). However, as with Murphy et al. (26), Yeoman et al. (87) concluded
that this reliability did not translate to an individual basis, for either OHS (r = 0.670) or OKS (r
= 0.629). Murphy et al. (26) and Yeoman et al. (87) both concluded that an individual’s
responses to retrospective PROMs taken a year after arthroplasty could not be used in the
place of prospective PROMs, as a baseline measure (26,87). To both reach this conclusion,
it is unclear exactly what analyses Murphy et al. (26) and Yeoman et al. (87) applied. It
appears that they may have correlated individual OHS and OKS item responses for each
participant. Since the responses to individual items within these tools are not validated
measures, their interpretations are questionable. The total OHS and OKS scores for both
studies, which showed little systematic change and high agreement, indicate strong
reliability, and so support the validity of retrospective PROMs.
All of these particular studies, except for Bryant et al. (100), dealt with elderly cohorts with
participants ranging in average age between 61 to 72.5 years old. This aspect of these
studies could be primarily due to low rates of hip and knee arthroplasties in younger people
(97). It is possible that the elderly nature of the cohorts in these studies may have
compromised the reliability of the retrospective outcomes, especially in the longer-term
studies. A few of these studies tried to address this matter, but found differing results
(25,26,86). Kwong et al. (86) and Murphy et al. (26) found that age, gender, and other pain
had no influence on recollection accuracy. Murphy et al. found no change to their
recollection score after adjusting for age, gender, and type of arthroplasty, despite reported
age-ranges from 37 to 84 years for hip and from 52 to 81 years for knee arthroplasty (26).
However, the study from Howell et al. found that age did have an effect on recollection
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accuracy, with patients under 65 having a strong recollection (ICC 0.85 – 0.95), and patients
over 65 having only a medium to strong recollection (ICC 0.60 – 0.89) (25). Howell et al. also
found that gender had an insignificant effect on recall reliability (25). A summary of the
studies concerning retrospective PROMs after hip and knee arthroplasty appears in Table 4.
Table 4. Studies Investigating Retrospective PROMs after Hip and Knee Arthroplasty
Author/Study

Study Details

Scores/Outcome

Main Findings

measures
Howell et al.,
2008 (25)

n = 104

WOMAC, OHS,

Patients were able to accurately recall the

SF-12

prospective status up to three months after

Mean age 61

a hip arthroplasty (ICC = 0.85 – 0.96).

years

Supported obtaining baseline data up to
three months after surgery.

3 months
Marsh et al.,

n = 174

2009 (2)
Mean age 70.6
years
6 weeks

Lower Extremity

Patients could recall their prospective status

Functional Scale,

six weeks after a hip arthroplasty, with high

WOMAC, OHS,

accuracy in disease-related PROMs (ICC =

Short Form-12

0.86 – 0.88) and moderate accuracy for

health survey (SF-

general PROMs (ICC = 0.48 – 0.60).

12), and the feeling
thermometer
Murphy et al.,
2015 (26)

Kwong et al.,
2018 (86)

Lawson et al.,
2020 (67)

n = 113
Mean age 63
years THA,
68.5 years
TKA.
Mean of 12.4
months
No. 400
Mean age 69.1
years THA,
67.7 years
TKA.
Shortly after
surgery
No. 88

OHS or OKS

There was a large absolute difference and
weak correlation between retrospective and
prospective PROMs in both OKS (MD 5.41;
r = 0.61) and OHS (MD 5.24; r = 0.7).

OHS or OKS,

Patients could accurately recall the

EQ-5D-3L

prospective status shortly after surgery, with
disease-related PROMs (ICC = 0.87).
Recommended use of retrospective PROMs
when contemporary collection is not possible.

EQ-5D-3L

High agreement at group level, moderate to
substantial agreement at an individual level

Mean age 68
years

(Pc = 0.76, 95% CI = 0.66, 0.84; Pc = 0.46,
95% CI = 0.28, 0.61). Recommended use of

Shortly after
surgery

retrospective PROMs following surgery.
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Author/Study

Study Details

Scores/Outcome

Main Findings

measures
Bryant et al.,

No. 398

2006 (100)
Mean age 39

KOOS, ACL-

Agreement for disease-related PROMs was

QOL, WOMET,

excellent (ICC = 0.81 – 0.93) and moderate

IKDC, SF-36

for general mental health (ICC = 0.67).

years

Recommended use of retrospective data in
place of prospective data.

2 weeks
Yeoman et

No. 335

OHS or OKS

Recalled status a year after surgery was a

al., 2018 (87)

reliable measure for assessing a cohort
Mean age 72.5

(OHS, r = 0.8; OKS, r = 0.78). However, the

years

individual retrospective score was not
reliable due to a diminished reliability (OHS,

1 year

r = 0.67; OKS, r = 0.63). Did not recommend
the use of retrospective PROMs.

1.5

PROMs and the Hip

1.5.1

The Use of PROMs in Hip Arthroscopy

To some extent, the validity and reliability of PROMs in hip arthroscopy are influenced by the
nature of the hip joint and hip pathologies. The morphological features of the hip that
contribute to soft tissue injury often manifest in younger and active patients, who are likely to
have different expectations and awareness of hip function, and possibly stronger memory of
symptoms, which may have been less long-standing. These factors may impact on issues
such as recall bias and response shift associated with retrospective PROMs. For this
reason, some discussion of hip anatomy and conditions of the hip can be useful in
understanding the full extent of how they may impact upon retrospective PROMs.
1.5.2

Nature of the Hip Joint

Briefly, the hip is a true ‘ball and socket
joint,’ located inferior to the iliac crest,
anterior and lateral to the gluteal region.
It displays remarkable stability whilst
maintaining a wide range of motion in
several physical planes (101). The hips
are subjected to large amount torsional
and axial forces, as they act as the
structural

link

between

the

axial

Figure 1, Basic anatomy of the Hip. Adapted from Byrne et al.
(2010) (82)
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skeleton and the lower extremities. Therefore, the hip is crucial in physical activities as it
deals with forces from the ground up, and also carries forces from the trunk, upper
extremities, head and neck (102). This means that any injury or issue with the hip usually
has a very significant impact on a patient’s mobility, quality of life and ability to move,
whether in sports and leisure, or otherwise.
1.5.3

Anatomy of the Hip

In terms of the ‘socket,’ the acetabulum is
formed by the innominate bone or pelvis,
is composed of three bones, the pubis
(approximately 20%), ilium (40%) and
ischium

(40%)

(103).

In

skeletal

development, these three are separated
by

a

triradiate

cartilage

with

fusion

between the bones occurring typically
between the ages of 15 to 17, a process

Figure 2, External surface of Pelvis, Joint capsule, n.d.
(136)

usually complete by the age of 25 (104). The articular surface of the acetabulum appears
lunate or moon shaped. The fossa, formed within the centre of the moon-shaped cartilage, is
filled with synovial covered fat, and contains the attachment and origin of ligamentum teres.
Inferior to the fossa, lies the inferior transverse ligament which completes the socket of the
hip (101).
Attached to the rim of the acetabulum is a horseshoe-shaped fibrocartilaginous structure
called the acetabular labrum. The inferior aspects of the labrum, the anterior and posterior
horns, are also connected by the transverse ligament (105). However, the acetabulum
labrum does not play a significant role in joint stability as it does in the glenoid labrum in the
shoulder. The acetabular labrum helps distribute forces around the joint and plays a crucial
role in joint development (101).
This junction of the articular cartilage and labrum has been observed as the most likely place
for labral tears to occur, leading it to being dubbed the ‘watershed region’ (106). Acetabular
labral tears have been described as a common cause of hip pain in active adults (107). They
can be debilitating and severely impact sporting activities. Hip arthroscopies have identified
labral tears as cause of moderate to severe groin pain, and long-term hip and groin pain in
professional hockey players (108). Intraarticular hip pathologies frequently cause groin/hip
pain (109), and can be related to a considerable amount of morbidity in active young adults
(108,110).
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As to the other main part of the hip
joint, the head of the femur is the
‘ball’ that fits into the ‘socket.’ It is
covered by an articular cartilage
that

reaches

beyond

the

acetabular rim to accommodate
the hip’s full range of motion (101).
1.5.4

Hip Pathologies

Figure 3, Front section through the right hip joint, n.d (137)

One common intra-articular hip pathology is osteoarthritis which typically occurs in patients
over the age of 50. Osteoarthritis can also occur in people under the age of 50 and can be
caused by bony abnormalities, such as femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) (111).
FAI is a condition that
occurs

due

to

early

contact of the proximal
head of the femur and the
acetabulum

in

extreme

range of motion (112).
This can be due to an

Figure 4, Different types of Femoroacetabular Impingement, n.d (138)

abnormal morphology of
the head of the femur (cam) and/or the acetabulum (pincer), or due to exposing the hip to
excessive forces, beyond the hip’s physiological range of motion (113). A typical FAI is due
to a cumulation of these factors, as a patient with abnormal hip morphology can have a
reduced range of motion, leading to greater susceptibility to damaging impingement (114). In
addition, an abnormality in the anterosuperior femoral head, which can occur in a cam
lesion, may lead to damage to the acetabulum, making it a cause of osteoarthritis
development (115,116).
FAI is a major cause of early arthrosis of the hip (117). It typically presents in active young
adults in their 20s – 40s as a slow onset of groin pain, beginning after a minor trauma. In the
initial stages of the condition, the pain can be exacerbated by demanding activities and may
be intermittent. Pain can also be present after sitting for extended periods (114), which
further increases the adverse impact and disability of this condition. Through radiology,
evidence of FAI has been found in up to 29% of young active asymptomatic athletes (118)
and structural abnormalities predisposing to FAI in up to 48% of asymptomatic adults (119).
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FAI is strongly associated with chondrolabral pathology, leading to micro-instability, hip
migration and increased severity of labral pathologies (120,121).
1.5.5

Hip Surgery

Due to the current understanding of morphological aetiology of FAI, a range of surgical
approaches have been developed to treat this condition, usually with femoral or acetabular
osteoplasty, labral repair and mitigation of chondral lesions (106,122,123). These
approaches include surgical dislocation of the hip (124), combined anterior hip exposure and
arthroscopy (108,125–128). The aims of these surgeries are to improve movement and
function, ease pain, and to protect the natural hip against degradation and degeneration
caused by FAI (117). With appropriate indications, realistic patient expectations, sound
patient selection, hip arthroscopy has been established as a reliable treatment for FAI, labral
pathology, loose bodies, focal articular cartilage lesions and synovial abnormalities (111).
A systematic review by Kemp et al, 2012, examined the efficacy of hip arthroscopies and
non-surgical interventions for intra-articular hip pathologies. The review analysed twentynine studies. The studies investigated pain relief and functional improvement, ranging from 1
year to 10 years after surgery. Evidence showed that hip arthroscopy alone can significantly
improve function and reduce pain with patients who have intra-hip pathologies (128).
Although it was initially described in 1931, hip arthroscopy has been gaining popularity since
the 1980s (111). Over recent decades, surgery for hip pain has undergone remarkable
development. As understanding of hip pathology and surgical interventions has increased,
there has been a greater emphasis placed on addressing abnormal bony morphology (FAI)
(111).
One of the main surgical procedures for dealing with FAI, particularly with younger patients,
is hip arthroscopy. This is a less invasive surgery than open reduction and may delay or
prevent the need for hip resurfacing or replacement. The procedure involves a small incision
into the hip and the insertion of an arthroscope to examine and treat intra-articular
pathologies (129). Hip arthroscopy has a number of advantages. Not only is it less invasive
than open procedures, but it also allows a clear view of the internal structures of the hip. It
creates a means to view the internal anatomy of the hip, such as the acetabulum, femoral
surfaces, the labrum, the posterior-superior capsule and other internal structures (130). This
makes arthroscopy not only useful as a surgical procedure, but also as a means of scoping
the internal state of a hip before further action is taken.
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Early intra-articular and periarticular damage originating from FAI can progress to the
development of osteoarthritis, if underlying impingement is not addressed (114). Hip
arthroscopy can alleviate pain, restore function and improve quality of life, and extend the
quality of life of the native hip joint by stopping the processes which precipitate osteoarthritis
(112,116,120). Patients who have undergone hip arthroplasty usually return to sports and
experience better short- and medium-term outcomes, compared to conservative treatment
(128,131–133).
The Tönnis osteoarthritis grading system (134) is designed to measure radiographic
changes in the hip due to degeneration, which can affect the success of hip arthroscopy.
The Tonnis grading system categorises the extent of osteoarthritis from no changes (grade
0), mild changes (grade 1), moderate changes (grade 2), to severe changes (grade 3) (110).
In the presence of pre-existing hip pathology, with the Tönnis grade being greater than 2 and
the joint space width being less than 2 mm, the outcomes of hip arthroscopy are worse than
those without pre-existing articular damage. This often leads to total hip arthroplasty or
arthroscopic revision surgery after an arthroscopy (123).
1.5.6

Retrospective PROMs in Arthroscopy

The relevance of hip anatomy, pathologies, and treatment by hip arthroscopy on validity of
retrospective PROMs may lie in three main areas. The first area is concerned with the
validity of retrospective PROMs that arises because the underlying pathology is usually
highly impactful for the patient. The hip is crucial in physical activities and is even more so in
young people who are generally more active. As noted, the hip deals with forces from the
ground up and also carries forces from the trunk and upper body. Therefore, any injury to the
hip usually has a significant impact on quality of life and mobility. In particular, acetabular
labral tears are painful and debilitating, and are a common cause of significant hip pain
(135). Further, FAI is a major cause of early arthrosis of the hip and can be successfully
treated by hip arthroscopy.
All these things mean that, in the event of a successful hip arthroscopy which either deals
with an acetabular labral tear or addresses underlying bony structural morphology
precipitating FAI, it is likely that, at the time a patient retrospectively considers their
preoperative condition, these typically active patients are more likely to have a clear memory
of the pain and impact that was present prior to the operation. These factors can provide an
‘anchor-point’ for a patient’s memory and therefore lessen any tendency for the patient to
assess their retrospective condition by simply extrapolating back from their current status.
Furthermore, the severity of hip pathologies, and the active status of this cohort, is likely to
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mean that patients could have a clearer appreciation of the deficits caused by the injury and
improvement gained by having the arthroscopy. All these matters can potentially increase
the reliability of retrospective PROMs in arthroscopy.
The second area where the nature of hip arthroscopy may affect PROMs lies in the fact that
the procedure itself is less invasive and has quicker recovery time. It has a lesser impact on
the patient than a hip arthroplasty, not only in terms of the operation but also with regards
rehabilitation. Consequently, the patient may be less likely to confuse their preoperative
condition with any difficulties they experienced during or after the operation. This in turn may
serve to diminish the effect of recall bias on retrospective PROMs for hip arthroscopy and
therefore enhance their reliability.
The final main area which may affect the reliability of retrospective PROMs for hip
arthroscopy is the fact that the procedure invariably involves a younger cohort of patients,
whose injuries generally have shorter chronicity than for patients undergoing hip
replacement. The result of this is that factors such as chronicity, age-related memory deficit
and the effect of comorbidities are likely to be less relevant in hip arthroscopy compared to
arthroplasty patients. In addition, hip arthroscopies have a high success rate and effectively
deal with restoring function and improving quality of life. Particularly in the case of younger
people who are active, these factors may also be relevant in diminishing the effect of recall
bias. This is because the combination of restored hip function, quick recovery and
restoration of physical capability means that the patient might be likely to have a relatively
accurate recollection of their preoperative function.
Given the lack of relevant literature in hip arthroscopy or in younger age-groups, there would
appear to be real benefit in a study which investigates retrospective PROMs in hip
arthroscopy in order to confirm whether they are in fact valid and reliable both for clinical
practice and research. The importance of such a study also arises due to fact that there is
currently a predominance of research on joint-replacement procedures and a lack of
information concerning the validity of retrospective PROMs relating to the lower body in
younger and more active patients.
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Validity of Retrospective Patient Reported Assessment
of Pre-Surgical Hip Pain and Disability Following Hip
Arthroscopy.
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Abstract
Purpose:
The purpose of this study was to assess the validity of pre-surgery PROMS completed
retrospectively 6 and 24 months after hip arthroscopy compared with prospective
completion. Validity was judged in relation to preoperative test-retest reliability.
Methods:
Three separate groups of hip arthroscopy patients were recruited. In two retrospective
groups, patients who had undergone a hip arthroscopy and had completed preoperative
PROM questionnaires were contacted 6 or 24 months after surgery and asked to recall their
preoperative state. In a third test-retest group, patients completed prospective PROMs twice
prior to surgery, 2–8 weeks apart. PROMs included Non-Arthritic Hip Score (NAH), Hip
Disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome score (HOOS), International Hip Outcome Tool (IHOT12), and Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) for Medical Care, Feeling and Pain.
Results:
Patient sample sizes were 52, 40 and 61 for the 6-month, 24-month and test-retest groups,
respectively. Retrospective 6- and 24-month and test-retest PROMs demonstrated
‘moderate’ to ‘very large’ correlations (ICC=0.42–0.79), except for three retrospective VAS
PROMs. PROMs for the 24-month group reduced, from prospective to retrospective, for
NAH-Total (MD -4.10 [-7.93–-0.27; (95%CI)]; p=0.03), HOOS-Symptoms (-8.21 [-13.44–2.97]; p=0.003), HOOS-Daily-Living (-7.53 [-12.71–-2.36]; p=0.005), HOOS-Sports (-6.49 [12.97–0.00]; p=0.05), and HOOS-Short-Form (-5.16 [-9.83–-0.49]; p=0.03). Similar nonsignificant reductions were observed for 6-month retrospective PROMs, except for VASFeeling which increased retrospectively. Three test-retest PROMs also reduced significantly,
with worse outcomes approaching surgery.
Conclusion:
Correlations for retrospective versus prospective PROM scores spanned a similar range to
test-retest correlations. Therefore, PROM scores relating to pre-surgery condition, but
completed 6 or 24 months after surgery, showed agreement with PROM scores completed
before surgery which were consistent with the day-to-day variability expected before surgery.
This consistency supports the use of retrospective PROMs completed up to 2 years after hip
arthroscopy.
Level of Evidence: Level 3
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Introduction
Patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) can be a very useful tool when evaluating a
patient’s perception of the outcome of a surgical procedure (1). Self-reported ratings of
function, general health and quality of life can provide valuable insight to a patient’s
condition and help measure otherwise unquantifiable data (2).
To better determine the effectiveness of treatment, preoperative or baseline measures are
compared to post-operative or follow-up measures. Collection of baseline data prior to
surgery is sometimes costly, difficult, and time consuming (3). As it may involve coordination
with preadmission staff or require additional pre-surgery visits from patients, the collection of
PROMs prior to surgery may not be feasible. This can potentially lead to this time point being
missed. Situations can also arise where pre-operative data collection is not possible. For
example, following a traumatic injury the patient may not be able to complete questionnaires
before surgery and there are often other clinical priorities, and as result a baseline PROM
cannot be gathered.
If a patient can accurately recall their prior status after surgery, then it could be possible to
supplement this missing data with retrospectively collected PROMs. The use of retrospective
PROMs taken shortly after surgery, has been shown to be relatively valid compared to
PROMs collected prospectively (before surgery) by several studies (4–7). In the most recent
studies, Kwong et al. (4) and Lawson et al. (5) both recommend the use of retrospective
PROMs in creating a baseline measure.
There is equivocal information about the validity of long-term retrospective PROMs taken
after an extensive period following surgery. Two particular studies show that patients
undergoing a total hip arthroplasty (hip replacement) were able to accurately recall their
baseline health status 6 weeks and 3 months after surgery, when compared with responses
provided by them before surgery (3,8). Another study by Murphy et al., reported contrasting
findings and found retrospective PROMs, taken at a longer time point one year after a total
hip arthroplasty, were inaccurate compared to prospective PROMs (9).
To date, studies investigating retrospective collection of PROMs prior to orthopaedic surgery
have been mostly completed in populations aged 55 to 72 years (3,8–10). There is no
information about the validity of retrospective PROMs collection following a hip arthroscopy,
for which patients are typically significantly younger, more active, undergo a less invasive
surgery and have shorter recovery times (11,12). The purpose of this study is to investigate
the validity of retrospective PROMs 6 and 24 months after hip arthroscopy. Unique
differences in the design of this study include the recruitment of a younger, more active
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patient cohort than those involved in previous retrospective studies, and gathering recalled
PROMs at two medium- and long-term time points. Consequently, this study will provide a
unique insight into the validity of retrospective PROMs after arthroscopic hip surgery.
Methods
Overall Design
To investigate the validity of retrospective PROMs, pain and disability measures were
collected from two separate groups patients 6 and 24 months following hip arthroscopy.
Retrospective PROMs scores were compared with pre-surgery questionnaires completed
prospectively at the time these questionnaires related to. Correlation coefficients of the
retrospective and corresponding prospective PROMs scores from the two time periods were
compared to determine whether the intervening duration affected recall validity.
In addition, the third group of patients completed the same PROMs questionnaires twice,
between 2 to 8 weeks apart, before having surgery. Test-retest reliability coefficients
provided a benchmark by which the coefficients obtained from retrospective versus
prospective assessment could be compared. The overall design is summarised in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Overall design of the study showing time points of PROM questionnaire
completions.
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Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria:
Patients included in the study had received, or for test-retest were about to receive, primary
arthroscopic hip surgery undertaken by one of two surgeons working for Orthosports North
Harbour Ltd., Auckland, New Zealand. Participants were required to be at least 18 years of
age and have completed pre-operative questionnaires within the 12 weeks prior to their
operation. Patients were recruited either for the test-retest, 6-month retrospective or 24month retrospective groups depending on the date of their surgery at recruitment.
As part of the surgeons’ routine practice and according to procedures approved by the New
Zealand Health and Disability Ethics Committee (17/NTA/269), Orthosports’ patients
complete 6-month and 24-month follow-up questionnaires. To avoid any confusion over the
evaluation period to which the questionnaires related, patients were only recruited for the
retrospective groups after their corresponding follow-up questionnaires were completed.
Patients in the retrospective groups were excluded if they had undergone previous hip,
buttock or groin surgery on either side, or were undergoing simultaneous bilateral surgery or
staged bilateral surgery within the time frame of the retrospective delay period (6 or 24
months). Patients who required revision or reoperative surgery within the time frame of the
retrospective delay period (6 or 24 months) were also excluded from retrospective groups.
Data Collection
Between August 2018 and December 2020, eligible patients were contacted by email. They
each were sent a link to information about the study and those willing to take part provided
informed consent using an online platform, in a process approved by the New Zealand
Health and Disability Ethics Committee (18/NTA/122). Participants then completed online
questionnaires accessed via an emailed link. Information from patient records was kept in
strict confidence by researchers and all data transferred out of the secure surgery database
were deidentified.
Patients recruited for the retrospective assessment had surgery between 5 – 7 months
earlier for the 6-month group, and between 22 – 26 months earlier for the 24-month group. If
patients did not respond within 7 – 14 days, a follow-up email was sent.
For the prospective test-retest

reliability study, eligible patients were contacted

approximately 2 weeks after completing routine pre-operative questionnaires, which were
completed between 2 and 12 weeks prior to their arthroscopy. They were asked if they were
willing to complete questionnaires again and if willing provided online consent.
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PROMs were emailed to patients via Socrates Orthopaedic Outcomes Software [Socrates
Ortho, Pymble, NSW, Australia], and retained by this software for use in Orthosports surgical
outcomes database.
Outcome Measures
Questionnaires included Non-Arthritic Hip Score (NAH), Hip Disability and Osteoarthritis
Outcome score (HOOS), International Hip Outcome Tool 12-Item (IHOT-12), Visual
Analogue Scale (VAS) for feeling and pain.
Non-Arthritic Hip Score (NAH)
NAH assesses functional pain, the degree of experienced hip discomfort or difficulty
associated with listed specific activities. NAH generates a total score based on pain,
symptoms, function experienced in the previous 48 hours and during activities in the
previous month (13).
Hip Disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome score (HOOS)
HOOS generates a subscale scores based of the patient’s symptoms, pain, daily living,
sports, and quality of life experienced in the previous week (14).
International Hip Outcome Tool 12-Item (IHOT-12)
The iHOT-12 uses 12 questions taken from the IHOT-33 questionnaire. The questionnaire is
very similar to the 33-item patient-reported outcome tool and is designed to measure the
quality of life and the impact of disease in young and healthy patients, and loses little
information from the complete tool. (15).
Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) for Feeling, Pain and Satisfaction with Medical Care
VAS is a simple outcome measure useful for gauging a subjective experience, (16)
comprising a line with two verbal descriptors at either end, each denoting an extreme
symptom (17). In this study three scales were scored of 100 using a cursor-controlled sliding
scale. For satisfaction with Medical Care and normal Feeling, 100 indicated complete
satisfaction and normal feeling, respectively. For Pain intensity, the scale was reversed with
‘no pain’ (score of 0) and ‘worst pain imaginable’ (score of 100) (18).
Data Analysis
Data were analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics, Version 26 [IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY,
USA]. To assess the concordance between retrospective (remembered) and prospective
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(actual) and between test-retest PROM scores, intraclass correlation, single-measure, twoway random effects model (2,1) was applied. Intraclass corelations coefficients (ICC) and
mean differences with 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated. ICCs were interpreted
using Hopkins’ descriptors from Complete Scale of effect magnitudes (19). Systematic
differences between retrospective minus prospective and retest minus test scores were
examined using paired t-test. Concordance and difference statistics for 6- and 24-month
groups were compared and assessed according to their level of correspondence with testretest statistics.
Bland-Altman plots of differences between scores versus average score magnitudes were
visually evaluated for heteroscedasticity. Pearson’s correlation analyses were applied to
determine whether any linear relationship existed between the observed differences
between scores and average score magnitudes.
In order to determine whether follow-up time affected the validity of retrospective pre-surgical
patient-reported measures, ICCs and differences between questionnaire administrations
were compared in the two retrospective groups.
Results
Participant Characteristics
From a total of 437 potentially eligible patients 370 were approached. Of these, 157 did not
respond to the invitation to take part, and the remaining 213 patients agreed to participate in
the study. Upon inspection of the completed questionnaires for the retrospective groups it
was realised that some participants had not followed instructions, completing the
retrospective PROM questionnaires according to their current status. If retrospective PROM
scores were very similar to the follow-up questionnaires that patients had recently completed
with respect to their current status, then these were judged invalid. An exception to this was
3 patients for whom there was little change in scores between pre-surgery and follow-up
time points, with retrospective scores being similar to both, and these were judged valid. In
the 6-month retrospective group from 86 patients who consented 34 were invalid (52 valid)
and for the 24-month group 26 from 66 patients completed invalid questionnaires (40 valid).
Including 61 patients in the test-retest group, a final cohort of 153 participants were included
in analysis (Figure 1).
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Figure 2. Participant flow chart for both the test re-test and validity components of the study
Durations between completions of the PROM questionnaires ranged from 12 to 56 days for
the test-retest group, 25 to 47 weeks for the 6-month group, and 101 to 125 weeks for the
42-month group. Participants ranged in age at surgery from 15.8 to 63.4 years (mean ± SD:
37.6 ± 11.1 years). The majority were female (109 of 153; 71%) and active, as 49.7% listed
their sporting status as ‘well-trained.’ Participants’ body mass index (BMI) ranged from 17.0
to 42.9 (25.2 ± 4.5). Patient characteristics by group are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Patient characteristics for each of the three study groups.
Test-Retest

Number of
Participants
Duration between
PROMs completion
(weeks)
Age at surgery
(years)
Gender
(Male/Female) (%
female)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
BMI (kg/m2)

6-month
Retrospective
mean or
SD or
frequency percent
52

24-month
Retrospective
mean or
SD or
frequency percent
40

mean or
frequency
61

SD or
percent

3.1

±1.2

30.9

±4.7

108.0

±5.1

36.30

±11

39.95

±10.5

36.42

±11.9

21/40

66.7%

12/40

76.9%

11/29

72.5%

171.7
74.45
25.2

±9.2
±16.8
±5.2

170
73.6
25.4

±8.5
±16.6
±4.8

171.8
74.2
25

±9.7
±13.6
±3.3
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Test-Retest

Side (Left%)
Sport Status No
sports
Sport Status Sport
Sometimes
Sport Status Welltrained
Sport Status High
Level Competitive
Sport Status
Professional
Sport Status Not
Specified

6-month
Retrospective
mean or
SD or
frequency
percent
19
36.5%
4
7.7%

24-month
Retrospective
mean or
SD or
frequency percent
19
47.5%
1
2.5%

mean or
frequency
22
6

SD or
percent
36.1%
9.8%

15

24.6%

9

17.3%

6

15.0%

30

49.2%

24

46.2%

22

55.0%

10

16.4%

14

26.9%

9

22.5%

0

0.0%

1

1.9%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

2

5.0%

PROM Scatterplots
Scatterplots for the PROMs HOOS Pain and NAH Total, shown in Figure 3, demonstrated a
strong positive linear association between the retrospective and prospective measures in the
6- and 24-month groups, and between test and retest prospective PROMs in the test-retest
group. HOOS-Pain and NAH Total, for all groups, showed ‘large’ to ‘very large’ correlations
between pairs of questionnaires with scatter plots showing 1 to 3 outliers (Figure 3; see
Appendix A for all scatter plots).

Figure 3a

Figure 3b
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Figures 3a to 3f. Scatter plots illustrating the associations between scores from retrospective
and prospective completions of patient reported outcome measures (PROMs): a, TestRetest HOOS-Pain; b, Test-retest NAH Total; c, 6-month HOOS-Pain; d, 6-month NAH
Total; e, 24-month HOOS-Pain; f, NAH Total. PROMs are Hip Osteoarthritis Outcome Score
– Pain Subscale (HOOS-Pain) and Non-Arthritic Hip (NAH) Total.
Intraclass Correlations (Table 2)
In the retrospective 6-month group, PROMs obtained consistency ICCs between prospective
and retrospective ranging from 0.42 to 0.72 (Table 2). All ICCs were ‘moderate’ to ‘very
large’, excluding VAS Medical Care, Feeling and Pain PROMs, which had an ICC of 0.29,
0.21 and 0.32, respectively.
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In the 24-month retrospective group, consistency ICCs ranged from ‘moderate’ to ‘very
large’. The ICCs were similar to the 6-month retrospective group, with the same PROM
usually obtaining a slightly smaller correlation. The 24-month group had a large variation in
the ICCs for the three VAS PROMs, ranging from ‘trivial to ‘large’ effects (Medical Care: ICC
= 0.55; Feeling: ICC = 0.09; Pain: ICC = 0.33).
ICCs for test-retest PROMs ranged from 0.44 to 0.79, ‘moderate’ to ‘very large’ effect size.
HOOS Sports was the only PROM where test-retest did not obtain the largest ICC (0.47),
compared to the corresponding ICC from 6-month (0.59) and 24-month (0.55) groups.
The PROM NAH Total had the largest ICCs for each group, with the test-retest obtaining
ICC of 0.79, 6-month retrospective group ICC of 0.72, and 24-month retrospective group ICC
of 0.70.
Table 2: Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) for paired PROM completions for each study
group
Test-Retest Group
ICC-consistency

ICC-absolute

95%CI

95%CI

NAH Total

0.79

0.67–0.87

0.79

0.67–0.87

Hopkins Descriptor
(ICC consistency)
Very large

HOOS Symptoms

0.69

0.53–0.80

0.68

0.52–0.80

Large

HOOS Pain

0.71

0.55–0.81

0.71

0.55–0.81

Very large

HOOS Daily Living

0.68

0.52–0.80

0.67

0.50–0.79

Large

HOOS Sports

0.47

0.24–0.64

0.46

0.24–0.64

Moderate

HOOS Quality of Life

0.67

0.50–0.79

0.67

0.50–0.79

Large

HOOS Short-Form

0.56

0.35–0.72

0.54

0.33–0.70

Large

IHOT-12 Total

0.68

0.52–0.80

0.66

0.48–0.79

Large

VAS Medical Care

0.63

0.45–0.76

0.64

0.45–0.77

Large

VAS Feeling Scale

0.44

0.21–0.62

0.44

0.21–0.62

Moderate

VAS Pain Scale

0.61

0.42–0.75

0.61

0.42–0.74

Large
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6-month Group
ICC-consistency

ICC-absolute

95%CI

95%CI

NAH Total

0.72

0.56 – 0.83

0.73

0.57 – 0.84

Hopkins Descriptor
(ICC consistency)
Very large

HOOS Symptoms

0.43

0.18 – 0.63

0.43

0.18 – 0.63

Moderate

HOOS Pain

0.63

0.43 – 0.77

0.63

0.44 – 0.77

Large

HOOS Daily Living

0.61

0.41 – 0.76

0.62

0.42 – 0.76

Large

HOOS Sports

0.59

0.37 – 0.74

0.59

0.38 – 0.74

Large

HOOS Quality of Life

0.42

0.17 – 0.62

0.41

0.17 – 0.61

Moderate

HOOS Short-Form

0.63

0.42 – 0.77

0.63

0.43 – 0.77

Large

IHOT-12 Total

0.59

0.38 – 0.75

0.60

0.39 – 0.75

Large

VAS Medical Care

0.29

0.02 – 0.53

0.29

0.02 – 0.53

Small

VAS Feeling Scale

0.21

-0.07 – 0.46

0.20

-0.07 – 0.45

Small

VAS Pain Scale

0.32

0.04 – 0.55

0.32

0.05 – 0.55

Moderate

24-month Group
ICC-consistency

ICC-absolute

95%CI

95%CI

NAH Total

0.70

0.50 – 0.83

0.68

0.47 – 0.82

Hopkins Descriptor
(ICC consistency)
Very large

HOOS Symptoms

0.49

0.21 – 0.70

0.44

0.14 – 0.66

Moderate

HOOS Pain

0.68

0.46 – 0.82

0.66

0.44 – 0.81

Large

HOOS Daily Living

0.55

0.29 – 0.73

0.50

0.21 – 0.71

Large

HOOS Sports

0.55

0.29 – 0.74

0.53

0.27 – 0.72

Large

HOOS Quality of Life

0.49

0.21 – 0.69

0.49

0.21 – 0.70

Moderate

HOOS Short-Form

0.47

0.18 – 0.69

0.45

0.16 – 0.67

Moderate

IHOT-12 Total

0.58

0.32 – 0.75

0.56

0.31 – 0.74

Large

VAS Medical Care

0.55

0.28 – 0.74

0.54

0.27 – 0.73

Large

VAS Feeling Scale

0.09

-0.24 – 0.39

0.09

-0.25 – 0.40

Trivial

VAS Pain Scale

0.33

0.01 – 0.59

0.32

0.02 – 0.58

Moderate

Non-Arthritic Hip Score (NAH) Total; Hip Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS);
International Hip Outcome Tool 12-Item (IHOT-12); Visual Analogue Scale (VAS).
Bland-Altman Plots
Bland-Altman charts plot difference in the paired PROM scores against their average. Four
Bland-Altman plots in the two retrospective groups displayed a heteroscedastic pattern. For
6-month retrospective VAS Feeling, 24-month IHOT-12 Total, 24-month VAS Feeling, and
24-month VAS Pain patients typically overestimated their preoperative state at the postsurgery time point, this overestimation increasing as average score increased (Figure 4a –
d.). For 24-month IHOT-12 Total and 24-month VAS Pain patients tended to underestimate
their preoperative state when average scores were low (Figure 4b and d). An increasing
spread, or difference between prospective and retrospective scores, with higher average
score was also noted for 6-month and 24-month VAS Feeling (Figures 4 a and d).
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Figure 4a-d. Bland-Altman plots showing difference versus average of the scores for paired
PROM questionnaire completions: a, 6-month visual analogue scale (VAS) feeling; b, 24month International Hip Outcome Tool 12-Item (IHOT-12) total; c, 24-month VAS pain; d, 24month VAS feeling.
Changes in PROM Scores (Table 3)
For most of the PROMs in this study, the average change from prospective to retrospective
questionnaire completion in the retrospective groups, and from test to retest, was negative.
This means that in most cases, participants underestimated their preoperative score
retrospectively or, in the case of the test-retest group, reported that their condition worsened
before surgery. However, only a few PROMs showed changes that were statistically
significant.
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In the 24-month retrospective group, differences for NAH Total (-4.10 [-7.93–-0.27; (95%CI)];
p=0.03), HOOS Symptoms (-8.21 [-13.44–-2.97]; p=0.003), HOOS Daily Living (-7.53 [12.71–-2.36]; p=0.005), HOOS Sports (-6.49 [-12.97–0.00]; p=0.05), and HOOS Short-Form
(-5.16 [-9.83–-0.49]; p=0.03) attained statistical significance (p<0.05). However, the degree
of retrospective underestimation of pre-operative state compared to prospective, ranging
from -4.10 to -8.21, was within previously reported thresholds of minimal clinically important
differences (MCIDs), the smallest change in an outcome that a patient can recognise or
appreciate (20). Previously reported MCIDs for the PROMs used in the study are as follows:
9 for all of the HOOS PROMs (21); 13 for IHOT-12 Total (22); 8.8 for NAH-Total (23); and
22.7 for VAS (24).
In some of the PROMs in the 6-month retrospective group, similar non-significant reductions
were also observed, except for VAS Feeling which increased retrospectively attaining
borderline statistical significance (7.47 [0.13–14.81]; p = 0.046).
In the test-retest group, the only PROMs that obtained a statistically significant change were
HOOS Daily Living (-.3.87 [-7.73–0.00]; p=0.05), HOOS Short-Form (-4.49 [-8.41–-0.53];
p=0.03), and IHOT-12 Total (-4.91 [-8.7–-1.23]; p=0.01). These changes were also below the
MCID.
Table 3. Mean and SD scores for each time-point

NAH Total
HOOS Symptoms
HOOS Pain
HOOS Daily Living
HOOS Sports
HOOS Quality of
Life
HOOS Short-Form
IHOT-12 Total
VAS Medical Care
VAS Feeling Scale
VAS Pain Scale

n
60
60
60
60
58
60

T1
mean
59.2
60.1
58.1
69.1
47.9
31.3

SD
16.7
16.2
17.5
18.1
26.0
17.6

56
61
59
61
61

69.6
38.5
80.7
23.9
63.3

16.0
20.0
19.7
20.3
21.3

Test-retest Patient Group
T2
Difference
mean
SD
mean
57.6
17.5
-1.6
56.8
17.3
-3.3
56.5
16.7
-1.7
65.2
19.2
-3.9
43.5
23.1
-4.5
32.9
17.7
1.7
65.1
33.5
82.3
25.1
60.1
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15.5
16.5
20.0
21.3
22.8

-4.5
-5.0
1.6
1.2
-3.2

95%CI
-4.4 – 1.3
-6.7 – 0.2
-5.1 – 1.7
-7.7 – 0.0
-11.1 – 2.2
-2.1 – 5.4

p
0.278
0.061
0.329
0.050
0.188
0.380

-8.5 – -0.5
-8.7 – -1.2
-2.8 – 6.0
-4.5 – 6.8
-8.2 – 1.8

0.027
0.010
0.469
0.681
0.203

NAH Total
HOOS Symptoms
HOOS Pain
HOOS Daily Living
HOOS Sports
HOOS Quality of
Life
HOOS Short-Form
IHOT-12 Total
VAS Medical Care
VAS Feeling Scale
VAS Pain Scale

NAH Total
HOOS Symptoms
HOOS Pain
HOOS Daily Living
HOOS Sports
HOOS Quality of
Life
HOOS Short-Form
IHOT-12 Total
VAS Medical Care
VAS Feeling Scale
VAS Pain Scale

n
50
52
52
52
51
52

T1
mean
58.9
57.2
58.3
67.5
44.1
30.1

SD
17.0
16.1
16.0
18.8
20.9
16.3

50
51
49
49
49

66.3
34.0
77.6
20.5
61.6

15.7
16.9
25.1
17.2
20.1

n
40
39
39
39
39
39

T1
mean
66.2
63.3
62.8
74.3
51.6
36.7

SD
15.2
13.1
16.8
15.5
21.7
17.9

38
39
36
37
37

73.4
40.1
78.4
22.4
61.8

12.7
14.7
21.8
16.8
18.6

6-month Patient Group
T2
Difference
mean SD
mean
58.8
16.1
-0.1
53.9
18.8
-3.4
57.2
18.2
-1.1
67.0
20.3
-0.5
43.3
20.5
-0.9
34.4
16.2
4.3

95%CI
-3.6 – 3.4
-8.5 – 1.8
5.2 – 3.0
5.2 – 4.3
6.2 – 4.4
-0.6 – 9.1

p
0.936
0.198
0.594
0.834
0.744
0.085

65.5
17.0
-0.8
-4.8 – 3.2
32.7
14.7
-1.3
-5.4 – 2.7
81.3
18.8
3.7
-3.9 – 11.3
27.9
23.1
7.5
0.1 – 14.8
62.7
23.1
1.0
-6.2 – 8.3
24-month Patient Group
T2
Difference
mean
SD
mean
95%CI
62.1
15.7
-4.1
-7.9 – -0.3
55.1
18.5
-8.2
-13.4 – -3.0
58.4
18.3
-4.4
-8.9 – 0.2
66.8
18.0
-7.5
-12.7 – -2.4
45.1
20.6
-6.5
-13.0 – 0.0
36.9
18.8
0.2
-5.9 – 6.2

0.701
0.507
0.329
0.046
0.774

-9.8 – -0.5
-10.5 – 0.6
-13.8 – 1.0
-9.1 – 10.4
-16.0 – 2.2

0.031
0.076
0.090
0.898
0.132

68.2
35.1
72.1
23.0
54.9

14.9
3.5
24.3
25.6
27.6

-5.2
-5.0
-6.4
0.6
-6.9

p
0.037
0.003
0.060
0.005
0.050
0.952

Non-Arthritic Hip Score (NAH); Hip Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS); International Hip
Outcome Tool 12-Item (IHOT-12); Visual Analogue Scale (VAS); T1 = first time point (test for
test-retest, prospective for retrospective groups); T2 = second time point (retest for testretest, retrospective for 6-month and 24-month groups).
Discussion
The aim of this study was to evaluate the validity of retrospective PROMs 6-months and 24months after a hip arthroscopy. To our knowledge, this was the first study that assessed the
reliability and validity of PROMs before surgery and retrospectively, involving hip
arthroscopy.
As part of the investigation into retrospective PROMs, the reliability of prospective test-retest
PROMs was also considered. The reason for this was to have the validity of retrospective
PROMs determined partly by reference to the reliability of the test-retest PROMs. Therefore,
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data obtained from the test-retest PROMs served as a benchmark in the assessment of the
validity of the retrospective PROMs.
In summary, in both the 6-month and 24-month retrospective groups, participants for all
PROMs were able to recall their pre-operative status with a moderate to very high degree of
accuracy, based on degrees of correlation. These results exclude the VAS Feeling, Pain and
Patient Satisfaction PROMs, for the reason that some of them obtained a trivial and small
correlation, possibly due to the nature of the questionnaire. The results for the test-retest
PROMs showed that patients were able to reproduce prospective PROMs with a moderate
to very high degree of reliability, which was similar but slightly higher than in the case of
most of the retrospective PROMs.
A major strength of this study was the examination of test-retest reliability in conjunction with
retrospective validity. This provided useful insight into the applicability of retrospective
PROMs in clinical studies and practice, due to a lack of significant change in the intraclass
correlations between each group. This small degree of change enhances the validity of the
use of retrospective PROMs, in clinical practice, as there was no major difference in
reliability between the different groups.
Comparison to Other Studies of Retrospective PROMs
Several previous studies have been conducted on retrospective and prospective PROMs in
respect of other different surgeries. The most relevant of these investigate hip arthroplasties.
Marsh et al., for some of the retrospective PROMs assessed, reported a very high accuracy
3-months after a hip arthroplasty (ICC = 0.86 – 0.89) (3). Howell et al., also accuracy high
reliability for retrospective PROMs at 6-weeks (ICC = 0.68 – 0.88) and 3-months (ICC = 0.74
– 0.92) after hip arthroplasty (8).
By way of comparison, the results of this study were as follows: in the 6-month group the
ICC was 0.42 to 0.73, and in the 24-month group the ICC was 0.48 to 0.70, both of which
excludes the VAS PROMs. Whilst the accuracy in correlation between prospective and
retrospective PROMs in this study was not as high as the studies by Marsh et al. (3) and
Howell et al. (8), it was fairly consistent with the test-retest group (ICC = 0.47 – 0.79).
One possible reason for the differences in correlations between the prospective and
retrospective PROMs in this study, and those correlations found in the studies of Marsh et al.
(3) and Howell et al. (8), may be due to the much longer 6-month and 24-month time-periods
that applied in this study. Such an explanation would be consistent with the fact that studies
which have looked into longer time-periods have generally not had favourable results
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concerning retrospective PROMs (9,25–27). However, the results of these particular studies,
whilst perhaps affirming a possible deficiency in longer time periods, were nevertheless quite
different from the overall results of this study, which tend to support the validity of
retrospective PROMs after hip arthroscopy. Although retrospective PROMs at the longest
time-point of 24-months were indeed not as reliable as prospective PROMs, as was
apparent from a comparison with the test-retest group, they were still moderately to strongly
consistent with their pre-surgical scores, once again excluding the VAS PROMs.
The difference between the results of this study and those studies (9,25–27) looking at
similar to longer time periods may be due to the fact that the latter concerned older patients,
whereas this study dealt with younger patients who had undergone hip arthroscopic surgery.
The average age of participants in these studies ranged from 36.63 to 39.95 years old. Even
though a few studies have denied the influence of age on a patient’s recall (8,25,27), these
studies have in fact focused solely on older populations. However, a recent study by Gotlin
et al. contrasted these findings and observed, in a cohort of shoulder and elbow arthroscopy
patients aged 57±10 years, that younger age was associated with more accuracy in
retrospective PROMs (28), . This particular study looked into long time frames and, in that
context, concluded that a younger cohort could potentially increase the reliability of the
retrospective PROMs. The findings from this current study tend to support the conclusion
reached by Gotlin et al., namely that younger patients may better recall their preoperative
status at longer time-periods (28).
A further feature of this study was that the sample size of cohorts in all of the groups was
larger than some comparable studies. The test-retest group had 61; the 6-month group had
52; and the 24-month group had 40 participants. This means that the total participants
numbered 153. In comparison, and by way of example, Widnall et al. (10), and Reynolds and
Thirkannad (29), had 36 and 38 patients respectively. Neither of these studies commented
on the relatively small size of their patient cohort and the impact it could have had on the
reliability of their findings.
Variability between Test-retest and Retrospective PROMs
In this study, test-retest results for PROMs showed ICCs ranging from 0.44 to 0.79. Hopkins
descriptor would classify these results as having a ‘moderate’ to ‘very large’ reliability. The
range of these correlations indicates that there is some variability in a patient’s response to
PROM questionnaire items prior to surgery. This could be due to a patient’s condition
fluctuating from a day-to-day basis prior to surgery. Variability may also be affected by
changes in patient mood or judgment at the time.
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Retrospective PROMs can somewhat circumvent this variability and limitation in prospective
PROMs, by asking patients to recall their condition over the broader pre-surgery period.
Another influence on retrospective PROMs is that, unlike prospective PROMs, they rely on a
patient’s memory and understanding of their condition and events that transpired, both
before and after the operation. Unfortunately, this makes retrospective PROMs suspectable
to recall bias and response-drift. However, putting these possible faults to one side, the very
nature of retrospective PROMs can give a patient the opportunity to encapsulate their
understanding and their memory of the time before surgery in its entirety.
This fundamental difference between prospective PROMs, which look at the present
moment, and retrospective PROMs, which consider the period before surgery, highlights the
rationale as to why both types of PROMs are of benefit to the practitioner. One provides a
simple metric about the patient’s pre-surgical condition, and the other a measure which is
based on the sum of a patient’s memory.
In addition to potentially being subject to recall bias or response shift, it is also possible that
a patient’s memory of their condition prior to surgery may be influenced by their current
health status. In one particular study, it was theorised that if patients could not recall their
preoperative state, then they resort to deductive reasoning, which is based on their current
status, to deduce their preoperative state (3).
In assessing the validity of retrospective PROMs in this study, the intention has been to elicit
an accurate response from participants about a specific moment in time, which was when
they filled out their prospective PROMs before surgery. The study is based upon the premise
that prospective PROMs served to provide participants with a snapshot or ‘anchor-point’ to
assist them in remembering their pre-surgical condition more accurately, and so avoid the
need to engage in deductive reasoning based on their current health.
A further consideration, concerning the reliability of retrospective PROMs after hip
arthroscopy, arises from studies that have proven there is a placebo effect involved in
surgery, even in hip arthroscopy (30). This means that the mere involvement of surgery
could potentially influence a patients’ perceived benefit of surgery. This could exaggerate
their understanding of their pre-surgical state or the effectiveness of treatment. This effect
may contribute to recall bias, due to patients overestimating their previous condition, leading
to worse scores in retrospective PROMs, a trend which was noted in this study.
Any such placebo effect should have been minor in this study since the nature of the
PROMs that were used examined physical events, such as injuries or barriers affecting daily
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quality of life. Therefore, these PROMs allowed patients to measure outcomes by reference
to daily lifestyle markers. This arguably minimised any potential bias the placebo effect might
have produced retrospectively and prospectively.
Retrospective PROM Findings
As noted, in the retrospective groups, both the 6-month and 24-month cohorts reported high
and very high correlations in several retrospective PROMs, almost maintaining similar
scores to the test-retest PROMs. The PROM NAH Total maintained a very large intraclass
correlation across all groups. However, with longer timeframes the correlation across the
groups from test-retest, 6-month, and 24-month cohorts, slowly decreased (ICCs: 0.79, 0.72
and 0.70 respectively). Most of the PROMs had a similar pattern across all groups, with
reliability dropping as the time period increased.
However, this pattern differed in the PROM HOOS Sports, for which the correlation of the
test-retest group (ICC = 0.47) was not as good as the 6-month and 24-month retrospective
groups (ICC = 0.59; 0.55). This anomalous finding could possibly be due to random error
and might be rectified if a larger patient pool is utilised in future studies. Nevertheless, the
available data from this study suggests that patients may more reliably recall their preoperative sporting status 6-months after surgery, in a manner which does not contain the
same degree of variability apparent in the test-retest prospective assessment. The mean
difference for the test-retest group was -4.45 and the 6-month group -0.86. However, it is
considered that, because of the high p-value (p = 0.19; 0.74), this finding is not statistically
significant enough to necessarily justify the use of retrospective PROMs in sporting surgeries
instead of prospective PROMs.
A systematic change, potentially caused by recall bias, was noted in the 24-month group
with retrospective PROMs. The statistical change was significant in several retrospective
PROMs being NAH total (-4.10), HOOS symptoms (-8.21), HOOS Daily Living (-7.54) HOOS
Sports (-6.49), HOOS Short Form (-5.16). The negative differences mean that patients
recalling their preoperative rating underestimated their previous prospectively-completed
PROM. This finding was relatively consistent with the study by Gotlin et al. (2020) (28),
which noted an average change of -20.73 in retrospective PROMs one year after surgery. In
comparison, the average change in the current was -4.10 to -8.12 in the scores that attained
statistical significance. Other scores in the study showed non-significant trends, especially
the HOOS Quality of Life and VAS Pain and Feeling Scales in the 24-month groups.
The average difference in the 24-month group for the HOOS Quality of Life and VAS Feeling
Scale PROMs was smaller than the change found in the test-retest PROMs. This small
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change could indicate that patients may maintain, after 24-months, a more accurate
recollection of their quality of life and feeling of normality before surgery. However, as noted,
the results were not statistically significant and, for that reason, no firm conclusion can be
drawn.
As to other patterns found in the data, visual inspection of Bland-Altman plots revealed
heteroscedasticity in a few retrospective PROMs. This means that there was a development
of a noticeable heteroscedastic pattern in a patient’s ability to recall their prior state which
depended on their preoperative PROM score. This in turn affects the level of error and
difference according to the severity of the preoperative PROM (31). The PROMs that had a
heteroscedastic pattern in the study were the 6-month VAS Feeling score, 24-month iHOT12 total score, and the 24-month VAS Feeling score.
Test-retest Group
As the test-retest PROMs demonstrate, PROMs are a good way to quantify otherwise
unquantifiable data and provide a means of understanding heavily subjective outcomes and
measures. They can provide insight into a patient’s condition and an understanding of the
progression of a patient’s symptoms. However, as this study shows, prospective PROMs do
not necessarily provide a complete picture on a patient’s pre-operative status.
This is apparent from the fact that the test-retest group did not have consistently large
reliability across all PROMs. Arguably, as the test-retest group dealt with two prospective
PROMs taken at different time-points before surgery, it could perhaps have been expected
that each PROM would have been consistent across all questionnaires and would have
retained a very high correlation. However, only NAH total, HOOS pain and iHOT-12 total
PROMs obtained this outcome, namely a very high correlation (ICC 0.67 – 0.79).
In the test-retest group, all the PROMs, except for the HOOS Quality of Life, Patient
Satisfaction Medical Care and VAS Feeling Scale, had a negative change in their scores.
This could potentially be explained by patients’ worsening condition approaching surgery.
However, only the HOOS Daily Living, HOOS Short form and iHOT-12 Total test-retest
PROMs showed changes that were statistically significant. Due to these PROMs being
statistically significant, we are therefore able to draw the conclusion that there was a
deterioration in these patients’ condition and symptoms as they approached surgery. This
means that these particular preoperative PROMs are likely to exhibit worse scores for
patients as time approaches a hip arthroscopic surgery.
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This observation is consistent with the fact that, although preoperative PROMs attempt to
increase the understanding of a patient’s overall condition by gaining quantifiable data, they
still, by their very nature, focus on a patient’s current perception of their condition. This
limitation means that prospective PROMs may not effectively gain all the information
necessary to fully understand a patient’s pre-surgical condition. This is partly due to the fact
that symptoms can fluctuate on a daily basis and deteriorate rapidly approaching surgery,
and so affect a patient’s response to the PROMs (32).
Limitations
A limitation of this study was that there was a sizable exclusion rate amongst participants.
This was primarily due to a number of participants apparently misunderstanding study
instructions. To some extent, the confusion may have arisen from the use of Socrates, which
was the program responsible for sending patients PROMs via email. Socrates did not
mention that the questionnaires required patients to answer retrospectively by recalling their
pre-operative condition and instructions in the questionnaire were unable to be adjusted to
past tense.
Another possible reason for misunderstanding of instructions was that the retrospective
PROMs, with the exception of the VAS PROM, were identical to the questionnaires that had
been very recently sent to participants as part of routine postoperative follow-up.
Consequently, a number of patients may simply have answered retrospective PROM
questionnaires by replicating follow-up postoperative PROMs which they had recently
completed. It appears that, in such cases, instructions to participants contained in
accompanying emails may have been either overlooked or misunderstood.
When completed PROMs were virtually identical to a participant’s recent follow-up PROMs,
and were substantially different from their prospective PROMs, data from these participants
were excluded from analysis as invalid. This exclusion potentially introduced bias into the
study and may have resulted in an overestimation of the correlation between prospective
and retrospective PROMs scores. However, even if it did exist, such bias is fairly unlikely to
have greatly impacted the correlation. This is because the considerable difference patients
typically had between their follow-up and prospective PROMs suggested that exclusion of
the data was very likely to mean that the retrospective PROMs were not completed by
remembering their pre-surgery condition as instructed.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, this study supports the validity of using retrospective PROMs 6-months and
24-months after a hip arthroscopy, although not always in place of prospective PROMs.
Even though retrospective PROMs may in the end have been influenced by recall bias, the
correlation of retrospective to prospective PROMs did not, in this study, greatly differ in
comparison to the test-retest PROMs. This means that in cases where prospective data
cannot be gathered for any reason retrospective PROMs undertaken 6-months or 24-months
after a hip arthroscopy can be substituted. Not only may this reduce administrative burden,
but it could also have the advantage of reducing the effect of day-to-day fluctuations in
patient status prior to surgery.
In terms of future studies, it is suggested that the use of larger patient cohorts than those
adopted in this study could assist in further consideration of the validity of retrospective
PROMs in hip arthroscopy. In addition, changing the phrasing of PROMs to fit a
retrospective narrative would assist in reducing participant confusion, exclusion rate and, as
a result, improve and increase the sample size.
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Appendix B: Bland-Altman Plots
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Appendix C: Hip Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS)
HOOS Hip Score
Patient Name______________________________

ID _____________________

Side

Right

Left
Date of review: _____/______/______
Follow up period:

PreOp

OR

______________ weeks/months/years (circle one)

INSTRUCTIONS: This survey asks for your view about your hip. This information will help us keep
track of how you feel about your hip and how well you are able to do your usual activities. Answer
every question by ticking the appropriate box, only one box for each question. If you are unsure
about how to answer a question, please give the best answer you can.
Symptoms
These questions should be answered thinking of your hip symptoms and difficulties during the last
week.
S1. Do you feel grinding, hear clicking or any other noise from your hip?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Moderate

Severe

Moderate

Severe

Always
S2. Difficulties spreading legs wide apart?
None

Mild

Extreme
S3. Difficulties to stride out when walking?
None

Mild

Extreme
Stiffness
The following questions concern the amount of joint stiffness you have experienced during the last
week in your hip. Stiffness is a sensation of restriction or slowness in the ease with which you move
your hip joint.
S6. How severe is your hip joint stiffness after first wakening in the morning?
None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme
S7. How severe is your hip stiffness after sitting, lying or resting later in the day?
None

Mild

Moderate
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Severe

Extreme
Pain
P1. How often is your hip painful?
Never

Monthly

Weekly

Daily

Always

What amount of hip pain have you experienced the last week during the following activities?
P2. Straightening hip fully
None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Moderate

Severe

Extreme
P3. Bending hip fully
None
Extreme
P4. Walking on flat surface
None
Extreme
P5. Going up or down stairs
None
Extreme
P6. At night while in bed

Extreme
P7. Sitting or lying

Extreme
P8. Standing upright
None
Extreme
P9. Walking on a hard surface ( asphalt, concrete etc)
None

Mild

Extreme
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P10. Walking on an uneven surface
None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Function, daily livingThe following questions concern your physical function. By this we mean your ability to move around
and to look after yourself. For each of the following activities please indicate the degree of difficulty
you have experienced in the last week due to your hip.
A1. Descending stairs
None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme
A2. Ascending stairs
None
Extreme

A3. Rising from sitting
None
Extreme
Indicate the degree of difficulty you have experienced in the last week due to your hip.
A4. Standing
None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

A5. Bending to floor/pick up an object
None
Extreme
A6. Walking on flat surface
None
Extreme
A7. Getting in/out of car
None
Extreme
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A8. Going shopping
None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme
A9. Putting on socks/stockings
None
Extreme
A10. Rising from bed
None
Extreme
A11. Taking off socks/stockings
None
Extreme
A12. Lying in bed (turning over, maintaining hip position)
None
Extreme
A13. Getting in/out of bath

Extreme
A14. Sitting

Extreme
A15. Getting on/off toilet
None
Extreme

A16. Heavy domestic duties (moving heavy boxes, scrubbing floors, etc)
None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Moderate

Severe

Extreme
A17. Light domestic duties (cooking, dusting, etc)
None

Mild

Extreme
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Function, sports and recreational activities
The following questions concern your physical function when being active on a higher level. The
questions should be answered thinking of what degree of difficulty you have experienced during the
last week due to your hip.
SP1. Squatting
None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Weekly

Daily

Extreme
SP2. Running

Extreme
SP3. Twisting/pivoting on loaded leg
None
Extreme
SP4. Walking on uneven surface
None
Extreme
Quality of Life
Q1. How often are you aware of your hip problem?
Never

Monthly

Constantly
Q2. Have you modified your life style to avoid potentially damaging activities to your hip?
Not at all

Mildly

Moderately

Severely

Totally
Q3. How much are you troubled with lack of confidence in your hip?
Not at all

Mildly

Moderately

Severely

Extremely
Q4. In general, how much difficulty do you have with your hip?
None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Thank you very much for completing all the questions in this questionnaire.
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Appendix D: Non-Arthritic Hip (NAH) Score
S5 Non Arthritic Hip score
Patient Name______________________________

ID _____________________

Side

Right

Left
Date of review: _____/______/______
Follow up period:

PreOp

OR

______________ weeks/months/years (circle one)

INSTRUCTIONS: The following 5 questions concern the amount of pain you are currently
experiencing in the hip that you are having evaluated today. For each situation, please
select the response that most accurately reflects the amount of pain experienced in the
past 48 hours. Please select one answer that best describes your situation.

How much pain do you have Walking on a flat surface
None
Extreme
Going up or down stairs
None
Extreme
At night while in bed
None
Extreme
Sitting or lying
None
Extreme
Standing upright
None
Extreme

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Mild

Moderate

Severe

INSTRUCTIONS: The following 4 questions concern the symptoms that you are currently
experiencing in the hip that you are having evaluated today. For each situation, please
select the response that most accurately reflects the symptoms experienced in the past 48
hours. Please select one answer that best describes your situation.

How much trouble do you have with
Catching or locking of your hip
None
Mild
Extreme
Your hip giving out on you?
None
Mild
Extreme
Stiffness in your hip
None
Mild
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Moderate

Severe

Moderate

Severe

Moderate

Severe

Extreme
Decreased motion in your hip
None
Extreme

Mild

Moderate

Severe

INSTRUCTIONS: The following 5 questions concern your physical function. For each of the
following activities, please select the response that most accurately reflects the difficulty that
you have experienced in the past 48 hours because of your hip pain. Please select one
answer that best describes your situation.

What degree of difficulty do you have with
Descending stairs
None
Extreme
Ascending stairs

Mild

Moderate

Severe

None
Mild
Extreme
Rising from sitting
None
Mild
Extreme
Putting on socks and stockings
None
Mild
Extreme
Rising from bed
None
Mild
Extreme

Moderate

Severe

Moderate

Severe

Moderate

Severe

Moderate

Severe

INSTRUCTIONS: The following 6 questions concern your ability to participate in certain
types of activities. For each of the following activities, please select the response that most
accurately reflects the difficulty that you have experienced in the past month because of
your hip pain. If you do not participate in a certain type of activity, please estimate how
much trouble your hip would cause you if you had to perform that type of activity. Please
select one answer that best describes your situation.
How much trouble does your hip cause you when you participate in
High demand sports involving sprinting or cutting (for example, football,
basketball, tennis, and exercise aerobics)?
None
Mild
Moderate
Extreme
Low demand sports (for example, golfing and bowling)
None

Mild

Moderate

Extreme
Jogging for exercise?
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Severe

Severe

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme
Walking for exercise?
None
Mild
Moderate
Severe
Extreme
Heavy household duties (for example, lifting firewood and moving furniture)
None
Mild
Moderate
Severe
Extreme
Light household duties (for example, cooking, dusting, vacuuming, and doing
laundry)
None
Mild
Moderate
Severe
Extreme
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Appendix E: International Hip Outcome Tool 12-Item (IHOT-12)
International Hip Outcome Tool Item-12
Patient Name______________________________

ID _____________________

Side

Right

Left
Date of review: _____/______/______ OR Follow up period: PreOp OR __________
weeks/months/years (circle one)

The following questions ask about symptoms that you may experience in your hip and about
the function of your hip with respect to daily activities. Please think about how you have felt
most of the time over the past month and answer accordingly by marking the line.

1. Overall, how much pain do you have in your hip/groin?
EXTREME PAIN

0

NO PAIN AT ALL

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

2. How difficult is it for you to get up and down off the floor/ground?
EXTREMELY DIFFICULT

0

NOT DIFFICULT AT ALL

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

3. How difficult is it for you to walk long distances?
EXTREMELY DIFFICULT

0

NOT DIFFICULT AT ALL

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

4. How much trouble do you have with grinding, catching or clicking in your hip?
SEVERE TROUBLE

0

NO TROUBLE AT ALL

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

5. How much trouble do you have pushing, pulling, lifting or carrying heavy objects?
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SEVERE TROUBLE

0

NO TROUBLE AT ALL

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

6. How concerned are you about cutting/changing directions during your sport or
recreational activities?
EXTREMELY CONCERNED

0

NOT CONCEREND AT A

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

7. How much pain do you experience in your hip after activity?
EXTREME PAIN

0

NO PAIN AT ALL

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

8. How concerned are you about picking up or carrying children because of your
hip?
EXTREMELY CONCERNED

0

NOT CONCERNED AT A

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

9. How much trouble do you have with sexual activity because of your hip?
This is not relevant to me

SEVERE TROUBLE

0

NO TROUBLE AT ALL

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

10. How much of the time are you aware of the disability in your hip?
CONSTANTLY AWARE

0

NOT AWARE AT ALL

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

11. How concerned are you about your ability to maintain your desired fitness level?
EXTREMELY CONCERNED

NOT CONCERNED AT A
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0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

12. How much of a distraction is your hip problem?
EXTREME DISTRACTION

0

NO DISTRACTION AT AL

10

20

30

40

99

50

60

70

80

90

100

Appendix F: Preoperative Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) for Medical Care, Feeling and
Pain
VAS Patient Satisfaction and Pain
Patient Name______________________________

ID _____________________

Side

Right

Left
Date of review: _____/______/______

Please circle the number on the scale at the level which most corresponds to how satisfied you are with
your medical care.
0
100
Least Satisfied

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Most Sat

Please circle the number on the scale at the level which most corresponds to how normal your
operated joint feels compared to the other one.

Least normal

0
100

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Most No

Please circle the number on the scale at the level which most corresponds to how much pain you
feel in your operated joint compared to the other one.

No PAIN

0
100

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Most P

100

Appendix G: Arthroscopy: The Journal of Arthroscopic and Related Surgery Guide for
Authors
INTRODUCTION
All submissions to Arthroscopy: The Journal of Arthroscopic and Related Surgery must
comply with these Instructions for Authors. Studies should be in compliance with human
studies committees and animal welfare regulations at the authors' institutions and also in
compliance with Food and Drug Administration guidelines. All manuscripts will be subject to
peer review. Letters to the Editor and comments on the Journal's content or policies are
always welcome and encouraged.
Separate Title Page
A separate (unblinded) title page of each manuscript should include the following essential
information:
1. Title. Concise and informative. Titles are often used in information-retrieval systems.
Avoid abbreviations and formulae where possible.
2. All Authors' full names, degrees, and affiliations. Where the family name may be
ambiguous (e.g., a double name), please indicate this clearly. Present each author's
affiliation and address below the names.
3. Corresponding Author. Clearly indicate who will handle correspondence at all
stages of reviewing and publication, and after publication. Ensure that telephone
numbers (with country and area code) are provided in addition to the e-mail address
and the complete postal address. Contact details must be kept up to date by the
corresponding author.
4. In addition, include IRB and RCT information, as well as a short running title
(maximum of 45 characters and spaces). Include any acknowledgment of persons
who provided help during the research/writing (e.g., language help, writing
assistance, or proof reading the manuscript, etc.).
Blinding the Manuscript
Because all manuscripts are blinded to reviewers, the first page of the blinded manuscript
must be a blinded title page that lists only the title. Likewise, in the text, do not include any
identifying information, such as an author's initials or the names of institutions where the
study was done, or a phrase such as "our study" that, when followed by a citation, reveals
authorship of the present manuscript in the reference list.
Manuscript Structure
1. Abstract
Original Articles, abstracts should be a maximum of 300 words and structured to include
the following sections: Purpose: One or 2 sentences that simply state the purpose with no
background information or hypothesis. Methods: Provide, with sufficient detail, the methods
of the study including selection criteria. Results: Provide results, with data, P values, and
standard deviation of mean or 95% confidence intervals. Present most important findings
first. Please provide exact P values (not P <) and numbers to support your methods
findings. Conclusions: State only what your study found; do not include extraneous
information not backed up by the results. Level of Evidence (for human studies) or Clinical
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Relevance (basic science or in vitro study: why is this study important from a clinical
standpoint?).
2. Introduction
The introduction of an Original Article should succinctly state the problem or controversy that
led you to undertake the study, including a concise review of only the most relevant
literature. Conclude the introduction by stating the purpose of the study and your hypothesis.
The purpose in the Introduction should match that of the Abstract.
3. Methods
Describe the study design (prospective or retrospective, inclusion and exclusion criteria,
duration). If prospective or a cadaver study, the number of enrolled subjects is reported in
Methods. If retrospective, the study population (numbers, demographics, length of follow-up)
should be in Results.
Include IRB and animal studies information. IRB approval is required for all human studies
except retrospective and cadaver studies (unless the institution where the study was
performed requires it).
The statistics that you have used to analyze the data should be described in detail. You
cannot make the statement, "We found no significant difference between the two groups"
unless a power study was done, and you include in the text the value of alpha, beta, and
standard deviation. Use of the word significant requires your reporting an exact P value.
Confidence intervals of 95% are required whenever the results of survivorship analysis are
given in the text, tables, or figures. Use of the word correlation requires you to report the
correlation coefficient.
Arthroscopy encourages the use of validated outcome instruments. The use of both a
general health outcome measure and a joint-specific, limb-specific, or condition-specific
measure is encouraged. If an outcome instrument leads to a categorical ranking (e.g.,
excellent or good or poor), the aggregate outcome score for each patient should be
provided.
4. Results
Describe in detail the data obtained during the study following the order of the Methods to
include final number of subjects, demographics, length of follow-up (mean and range). The
overall final patient follow-up should be 80% or greater (less than 20% drop-out) in order to
minimize follow-up bias. In general, scientific studies will not be accepted for publication
without meeting this criterion. Results obtained with less than two years of follow-up are
rarely accepted for publication by the Journal. All data in the text must be consistent with
the rest of the manuscript, including data in tables, figures, and legends. Present comparison
data in tables and present as mean ± standard error of the mean with confidence intervals.
5. Discussion
Be concise. The Discussion should start with the most important findings of your study. Is
your hypothesis affirmed or refuted? Compare and contrast your study with others in the
most relevant world literature, particularly the recent literature. A complete literature review is
unnecessary.
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At the end of the Discussion, under the subheading "Limitations," review the limitations of
your study.
6. Conclusions
Briefly state your new (or verified) view of the problem you outlined in the Introduction. Take
special care to draw your conclusions only from your results and verify that your conclusions
are firmly supported by your data. Most importantly, do not make concluding statements that
are not supported by your data, lie beyond the scope of your study, or are unnecessary (e.g.,
"further studies are warranted"). The conclusions in the text must match those in the
abstract.
7. References
The Journal follows the reference style in "Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted
to Biomedical Journals" (see http://www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/manuscriptpreparation/preparing-for-submission.html#g). Provide all authors' names when 6 or fewer;
when 7 or more, list the first 3 and add et al. Provide article titles and inclusive page
numbers (321-328, not 321-8). References to online-only material must list author, title, the
URL, and the date accessed by the author. For abbreviations of journal names, refer to
PubMed. Please ensure that every reference cited in the text is present in the reference list
(and vice versa). The accuracy of reference data is the responsibility of all authors.
Data References
This journal encourages you to cite underlying or relevant datasets in your manuscript by
citing them in your text and including a data reference in your Reference List. Data
references should include the following elements: author name(s), dataset title, data
repository, version (where available), year, and global persistent identifier. Add [dataset]
immediately before the reference so we can properly identify it as a data reference. This
identifier will not appear in your published article.
Reference style
In text: Number references in the order in which they appear in the text. Unpublished results
and personal communications (only if essential to your message) should be mentioned in the
body of the text at the end the statement with the appropriate information in parentheses.
For example: (J. Karlsson, M.D., personal communication, [month and year of
communication]).
Formatting Examples
Periodical
Jackson TJ, Lindner D, El-Bitar YF, Domb BG. Effect of femoral anteversion on clinical
outcomes after hip arthroscopy. Arthroscopy 2015;31:35-41.
Chapter in a book
Ruch DS, Poehling GG. Operative arthroscopy of the wrist. In: Andrews JR, Timmerman LA,
eds. Diagnostic and operative arthroscopy. Philadelphia: WB Saunders, 1997;199-205.
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Book
Burkhart SS, Lo IKY, Brady PC, Denard PJ. The cowboy's companion: A trail guide for the
arthroscopic shoulder surgeon. Philadelphia: Lippincott Williams & Williams, 2012.
Article in Press
Note: Citation of an 'in press' article is permitted only if it has been accepted for publication.
Rosso F, Bisicchia S, Bonasia DE, Amendola A. Meniscal allograft transplantation: A
systematic review. Am J Sports Med in press, available online 13 June, 2014.
doi:10.1177/0363546514536021.
Dataset
[dataset] Oguro, M, Imahiro, S, Saito, S, Nakashizuka, T. Mortality data for Japanese oak
wilt disease and surrounding forest compositions, Mendeley Data, v1; 2015.
https://doi.org/10.17632/xwj98nb39r.1.
8. Figure and Video Legends
Ensure that each illustration and each part of a multipart illustration has a legend (caption).
Supply legends separately, not attached to the figure. Figure legends must be robust and
"stand alone" (i.e., contain a complete, take-home, educational message, as if a reader
viewed only that Figure without looking at any other Figure or without reading the text).
Orient the reader to the image by mentioning patient position, side, and viewing portal or
MRI orientation as appropriate. Keep text in the illustrations themselves to a minimum but
explain in the legend all symbols and abbreviations used.
9. Tables
Number tables consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text. Include a short
descriptive title with the table number. Place footnotes to tables below the table body and
indicate them according to the symbol hierarchy (i.e., asterisk, dagger, double dagger, etc.).
Define all abbreviations. Avoid vertical rules. Do not give the same information in tables that
you give in the text or in figures.
10. Figures
Number figures consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text. Figures must
be submitted separately from the text. Arrows and labels should be added to figures as
appropriate to orient the reader to the arthroscopic images. Previously published figures may
be used if permission has been received from the source publisher.
11. Disclosures
After the figures, you will upload each author's completed Arthroscopy ICMJE form. These
forms must be completed, signed, and submitted with the manuscript.
Discussion and Conclusion should follow the Journal’s guidelines for original
research.
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Common Errors
•

•

•

•

Including studies with duplicate patient populations. In some instances, a SR
turns up studies on the same patient group. Including these studies in any statistical
analysis artificially inflates the number of patients and should be avoided.
Pooling diverse, heterogeneous studies with different designs. Combining nonrandomized studies with randomized trials is typically not appropriate as these
designs carry different risks of bias and are apt to distort the results. If a SR includes
studies with different designs (randomize trials, cohort studies, etc.) these should be
pooled separately. Typically, these are level III or IV evidence studies.
No rationale for provided for pooling non-randomized studies. If the available
literature is limited to observational studies, a rationale for why a meta-analysis will
produce valid results that contribute to the understanding of the problem under
question is needed. If one can not be reached, a meta-analysis should be avoided.
Quantifying heterogeneity but not failing to explore or discuss it. Reporting of
the I2 statistic has become more frequent however it’s important to discuss its impact
on the results. If the results are heterogeneous efforts should be undertaken to
explore this inconsistency. Techniques like subgroup analysis can be used to
determine if I2 values change when grouped according to co-variants. For example,
I2 values may change when the studies are analysed according to a clinical
characteristic (those that included patients with bone loss vs. those that did not) or a
risk of bias item (those that adequately randomized patients versus those that did
not). Lastly, I2 is a relative measure. As recommended above, providing a prediction
interval will assist in interpreting the effect of heterogeneity. A prediction interval
provides a range of probable effects that reflects the variation in the different studies
and settings, including what would be expected in future patients.

SUBMISSION CHECKLIST
The following checklist will be useful before sending a manuscript to the journal for review.
Ensure that the following items are present:
One author has been designated as the corresponding author with the following contact
details:
•
•
•

E-mail address
Full postal address
Telephone numbers

All necessary files have been uploaded, and contain:
•
•
•
•

All figure legends
All tables (including title, description, footnotes)
Separate files for figures
ICMJE forms for all authors

Further considerations:
•
•
•
•

Manuscript has been spell-checked and grammar-checked
References are in the correct format for Arthroscopy
All references included in the reference list are cited in the text, and vice versa
Permission has been obtained for use of copyrighted material from other sources,
including the Web
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